Sovereign who has witnessed more change than any since the creation of Britain. Nearly 16 hours on thirteen CDs. Brilliance Audio. Pub. at $19.99

**5.95**

**5686014** HER MAJESTY: Queen Elizabeth II and Her Court. By Robert Hardman. Read by the author. As Queen Elizabeth II’s first defining moment of her reign—her Diamond Jubilee—Hardman explores the secrets of the Queen’s success to produce a fascinating new portrait of a monarch whose succession of events has witnessed more change than any since the creation of Britain. Nearly 16 hours on thirteen CDs. Brilliance Audio. Pub. at $19.99

**5.95**


**12.95**

**5885663** COUNTING ONE’S BLESSINGS: The Selected Letters of Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother. Ed. by William Shawcross. Collects some of Queen Elizabeth’s insightful, witty letters written on the vast wealth of material in the Royal Archives and at Glamis Castle. The Queen’s writings cover everything from her childhood before World War I, all the way to the end of her life at the beginning of the 21st century. 240 pages of photos. 665 pages.

**$5.95**

**5886270** MANDELA: The Life of Nelson Mandela. By Rod Green. Using a unique collection of historic and nostalgic photographs to help set the scene, this account tells the story of the boy who was brought up in a mud-brick, thatched hut, sleeping on a straw mat on the bare earth, rose to power. 16 pages of photos, some in color. Pub. at $25.99

**$6.95**

**7351798** PITY FOR THE GUY: A Biography of Guy Fawkes. By John Paul Davis. Paints a unique and detailed portrayal of the man behind the infamous 1605 Gunpowder Plot. Often portrayed as an extreme revolutionary who not only tried to blow up Parliament but threatened the English way of life, Fawkes is revealed here as far more than a conspirator with an axe to grind. Illus. 334 pages. Peter Owen. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**$6.95**

**596054X** THE GREATEST COMEBACK: How Richard Nixon Rose from Defeat to Create the New Majority. By Patrick J. Buchanan. This firsthand account written by one of Nixon’s senior advisors, gives an intimate portrayal of the thirty-seventh president and a fascinating account of one of the most remarkable American political comebacks of the time, 1968. 16 pages of photos, 392 pages. Crow. Pub. at $28.00

**$6.95**

**5764122** ROBERT THE BRUCE: Pocket Giants. By Fionia Watson. He secured the Crown of Scotland against all odds. He was one of the most influential figures of medieval Europe. He focused Scottish identity on an ideal of freedom and self-determination that resonates to this day. He’s Robert the Bruce, and he’s the subject of this compact history. 128 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $12.95

**$5.95**

**464655X** KISSINGER, 1923-1968: The Idealist. By Niall Ferguson. Drawing not only on Kissinger’s hitherto closed private papers but also on documents from more than 100 archives around the world, Ferguson reveals the truth behind the reviled and revered American statesman and former Secretary of the Treasury Henry Kissinger a chieved before his appointment as Richard Nixon’s close confidant in the darkest and loneliest days. Part political drama, part coming-of-age tale, this is a story of friendship, politics, war, and the contest over history and retribution. Photos. 390 pages. Pub. at $29.95

**$6.95**


**$6.95**

**5703332** OUTSIDER IN THE WHITE HOUSE. By Bernie Sanders with H. Gutman. Sanders tells the story of a passionate and principled political life. He describes how, after cutting his teeth in the civil rights movement, he helped build a grassroots political movement in Vermont, making it possible for him to become the first independent elected to Congress in 40 years. Photos. 346 pages. Verso. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**$4.95**

**5859611** ELEANOR OF AQUITAINE: Queen of the Troubadours. By Jean Markale. Chronicles the life of Eleanor (1122-1204), long noted for her political and cultural achievements that shaped 12th-century Europe. She was the inspiration of the huge diffusion of the Arthurian cycle and the Celtic myths. Her greatest influence was her role as the symbol of courtly love. 260 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**$5.95**


**$12.95**

**7590423** CONGRESSMAN LINCOLN: The Making of America’s Greatest President. By Chris DeRose. The gifted young historian delivers the first fully realized portrayal of Abraham Lincoln’s ambitious and controversial political career, and his successful political ascendance that was both historic and far from inevitable. Book Club Edition. 335 pages. Threshold Editions. Orig. Pub. at $26.00

**$4.95**

**568112X** DIANA: Her Last Love. By Kate Snell. Presents the controversial story of her relationship with Pakistan heart surgeon Hasnat Khan. Here, we meet the real John Lennon, his inner world, the hospital and how, for the last two years of Diana’s life, they managed to keep their affair largely secret. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 232 pages. Andre Deutsch. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $14.95

**$11.95**
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HERBERT HOOVER IN THE WHITE HOUSE: The Ordeal of the Presidency. By Charles Rappleye. The untold story of a president and a nation in crisis. Herbert Hoover struggled to respond to the Great Depression and was criticized as aloof and unsympathetic. Rappleye draws fresh sources, including memoirs, diaries and troves of documents written by his cabinet and close advisors to reveal a different Hoover than the often misunderstood president. 16 pages of photos. S&S. Pub. at $32.50  $24.95

THE IMMORTAL IRISHMAN: The Irish Revolutionary Who Became an American Hero. By Timothy Egan. Illuminates the dawn of the great Irish American story, with all its twists and triumphs, through the life of one heroic man: the dashing young orator Thomas Francis Meagher who helped lead a failed uprising against British rule, was banished to a Tasmanian prison colony, and rose from the ashes in the streets of New York, instantly the most famous Irishman in America. 368 pages. HMH. Pub. at $28.00  $19.95

CHES' TRAVELS: The Making of a Revolutionary in 1950s Latin America. Ed. by Paulo Drinot. Based on Ernesto “Che” Guevara’s accounts of his trips across Latin America in the early 1950s, as well as other historical sources, this hagiography traces the founding of the country by country, from his native Argentina to Mexico. Each essay is focused on a single country and is written by an expert in its history. 306 pages. Duke. $26.95

THE LOST TUDOR PRINCESS: The Life of Lady Margaret Douglas. By Alison Weir. Drawing on decades of research and myriad original sources, Weir brings the captivating story of the life of Lady Margaret Douglas, Countess of Lennox, out of the shadows and presents a strong, alluring woman who fearlessly operated at the very highest levels of power. Illus. in color. 537 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $12.95

THE LOST TUDOR PRINCESS: The Life of Lady Margaret Douglas. By Alison Weir. Drawing on decades of research and myriad original sources, Weir brings the captivating story of the life of Lady Margaret Douglas, Countess of Lennox, out of the shadows and presents a strong, alluring woman who fearlessly operated at the very highest levels of power. Illus. in color. 537 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $12.95

THE LOST TUDOR PRINCESS: The Life of Eva Peron. By Jill Hodges. Based on new sources and first-hand interviews, this volume explores the personality and experiences of Eva Peron and the contemporary events that influenced her and were influenced by her. Anyone interested in modern Argentine history and the cult of “Eva.” Photos. 256 pages. I.B. Tauris. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95


ANNE NEVILLE: Richard III’s Tragic Queen. By Amy Licence. Sheds light on Richard III’s formidable challenge of winning the support of the Scottish people and protecting their daughter’s threatened birthright, which she did successfully for the young Henry VIII. 288 pages. Pen & Sword. Import. Pub. at $34.95  $26.95

JFK AND THE MASCULINE MYSTIQUE. By Steven Watts. Not just another standard biography of the youthful president. Watts examines Kennedy in the context of certain books, movies, social critiques, music, and cultural discussions that framed his ascendency and shows us the excitement and sense of possibility, the optimism and inspiration that marked his dawn of a new age in America. Photos. 415 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99  $21.95


OFF THE RECORD WITH FDR, 1942-1945. By William D. Hathaway. Assistant secretary to FDR, Hathaway left this revelatory account of his three years of daily interaction with the President, accompanying him on many trips to and from Hyde Park. Scrupples says recording the comings and goings of innumerable visitors and dignitaries he added some of his own observations and evaluations of one person or another. 16 pages of photos. 336 pages. Enigma Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  $17.95

THE PRUSSIAN PRINCESSES: The Sisters of Kaiser Wilhelm II. By Jill Hedges. Based on new sources and first-hand interviews, this volume explores the personality and experiences of Eva Peron and the contemporary events that influenced her and were influenced by her. Anyone interested in modern Argentine history and the cult of “Eva.” Photos. 256 pages. I.B. Tauris. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

FIRST WOMEN: The Grace and Power of America’s Modern First Ladies. By Kate Andersen Brower. Candid and illuminating, this first biography group of the modern first ladies provides an investigation of the role and the life at the world’s most famous address. Discusses the first ladies’ rivalries and friendships with one another, and explores everything from their political causes to their public and private relationships with their husbands. Photos, color. 380 pages. Random. Pub. at $35.00  $26.95

THE LIFE OF LOUIS XVI. By John Hardman. This dramatic reassessment of the reign of Louis XVI sheds a bold new light on the man, his actions, his world and his policies, including the key support of America’s War of Independence, the intricate working of his court, the disastrous Diamond Necklace Affair and Louis’s famous dash to Varennes. 16 pages of illus. 499 pages. Yale. Pub. at $40.00  $29.95

KATHARINE OF ARAGON: The Tragic Story of Henry VIII’s First Unfortunate Wife. By Joseph Lelyveld. This monumental biography is the first to make full use of the Spanish royal archives; Williams presents a very new portrait of Katharine, most notably in establishing that her marriage to Henry VII was consummated. Illus. in color. 480 pages. Amberley. Import. Pub. at $34.95  $11.95


SCOURGE OF HENRY VIII: The Life of Marie de Guise. By Melanie Clegg. The wife of Henry VIII’s nephew, James V of Scotland, Marie de Guise has only recently been brought back from the dustbin of history, with the formidable challenge of winning the support of the Scottish people and protecting their daughter’s threatened birthright, which she did successfully for the young Henry VIII. 208 pages. Pen & Sword. Import. Pub. at $34.95  $26.95
**5827361 HEEGER: A Life**  By Glen Jeanesonne. A compelling and rich examination of Herbert Hoover’s character, accomplishments, and fall from grace convincingly portrays a quintessential leader who challenged Congress on an array of legislation that laid the groundwork for the New Deal, and who became the moral voice of the GOP and a champion of Republican values, the story of America’s maverick leader, 440 pages. U.S. Import. Pub. at $34.95 $19.95

**5741602 BUSH**  By Jean Edward Smith. The most complete account yet of the George W. Bush presidency. Smith’s unbiased biography reveals a self-assured and autonomous leader with a number of noteworthy credits, but also who had a critical hand in some of the most divisive events in America’s history. Bush’s rise to power, his presidency, and his administration, 1,650 pages of photos, 455 pages. NAL Pub. at $26.00 $21.95

**5824249 EDWARD IV: The Summer King**  By A.J. Pollard. The story of Edward, Earl of March, a handsome eighteen-year-old of huge charisma and ability, who usurped the English throne from his Lancastrian predecessor, Henry VI, during the first and most fierce of the Wars of the Roses. Ten years on he had finally secured his kingdom. Color illus. 134 pages. Allen Lane. Import. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**5759005 HENRY V: Pocket Giants**  By A.J. Pollard. This little volume covers the life of Henry V who overrode his contemporaries and put the fear of God into everyone. Behind the carefully constructed portrait of a ruthless ruler who, before his early death, revealed ominous tyrannical tendencies 126 pages. History Press. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

**58907X THE YOUNG ATATURK: From Ottoman Soldier to Statesman of Turkey**  By George W. Gawrych. Without a doubt the towering figure of modern Turkish history, Ataturk’s development is at last given the focus it deserves. Delving into his military writings, orders and political decisions, speeches and more, this rounded, nuanced portrait captures the making of a major statesman. Maps. 269 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperback Import. Pub. at $20.00 $13.95

**5884448 MARY I: The Daughter of Time**  By John Edwards. Known as Mary Tudor or, to her detractors, “Bloody Mary,” Mary I, elder daughter of Henry VIII, became the first woman to rule England without her life telling the story of one of the fortress’s most unlikely prisoners. As a Catholic and the wife of King Phillip of Spain, she intended to make England obedient to Rome once more. She was a pioneer of English female sovereignty, and of her country’s role as a world power. Illus. in color. 97 pages. Allen Lane. Import. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**5881072 BORIS YELTSIN AND RUSSIA’S DEMOCRATIC TRANSFORMATION**  By Herbert J. Ellison. Ellison establishes Boris Yeltsin as the principal leader and defender of Russia’s democratic revolution in this analytical masterpiece. He presents Yeltsin as the very embodiment of Russia’s fragile new liberties which include respect for the rule of law and private property, and freedoms of speech, religion, press, and political association. Color photos. 313 pages. UMap. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

**5705649 A SELF-MADE MAN: The Political Life of Abraham Lincoln, 1809-1849**  By Sidney Blumenthal. Beginning with Lincoln’s painful childhood, this volume takes a look at the early life that shaped the politician who would become our future president. Based on prodigious research, Blumenthal recounts Lincoln’s early years particularly in the squally in the tumultuous period of American history. Photos. 556 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

**5828341 HENRY V: The Conscience of a King**  By Malcolm Vale. Drawing on extensive primary archival evidence, Vale explores themes such as the attraction of Henry V to the English language as a medium of government and politics, and the role of ceremony in Henry’s kingship. He provides a revised understanding of Henry V and his conduct of the everyday affairs of England, Normandy and the kingdom of France. Illus. 308 pages. Yale. Pub. at $35.00 $27.95

**5837860 CHURCHILL AND CHURCH GENERAL**  By Mike Davis. Widely regarded as one of the greatest wartime leaders of the 20th century, Winston Churchill’s fascinating story unfolds in this highly readable and carefully written history. After reading all about his role in the world’s greatest conflict, discover more about his story with two bonus films: "Winston Churchill: A Giant in the Century (90 minutes)" and "Churchill’s Island (62 minutes), 136 pages. Danam Publishing. 10/14/15 Import. Pub. at $4.95 $4.95

---

**5932661 EDWARD I: A New King Arthur**  By Andy King. One of the most commanding and knightly of all English rulers, Edward I spared his reign undoing the chaotic failure of his father, Henry III’s reign, ruling with ruthlesslessness and confidence. But he also reshaped England’s entire legal system and bureaucracy. This volume attempts to answer the question: was he a reformer, or a tyrant? Color photos. 124 pages. Allen Lane. Import. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**5855555 HAMMOND: The Illustrated Biography**  By Richard Sylla. Charts the story of this renowned founding father, bringing to life the flesh-and-blood man and revealing the captivating details of his ancestry, close friends, marriages, loves, children, political tragedies, enemies, and of course his infamous demise. Includes stunning fold-out illustrations and a frameable map. 272 pages. Sterling. 9x10¾. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

**4691825 THE STRANGER: Barack Obama in the White House**  By Chuck Todd. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Drawing upon his unprecedented inner circle sources, Todd creates a gripping account of Barack Obama’s tumultuous White House tenure, and his struggle to lead. Ten pages of photos. 725 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $31.00 $5.95

---

**5631491 THE NOTES: Ronald Reagan’s Private Collection of Stories and Wisdom**  Ed. by Douglas Brinkley. LARGE PRINT EDITION. This collection offers a window into the mind of our 40th president and the writers and thinkers to whom he turned for inspiration, humor, and hope. Compiled by the Ronald Reagan Foundation, it includes Reagan’s own writing and quotations and excerpts from speeches, press conferences, interviews, commentary, and other. 253 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 $19.95

**3650286 COOLIDGE**  By Amity Shlaes. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Calvin Coolidge, who served as president from 1923 to 1929, never rated highly in the polls and came to be known as “Silent Cal” for his passive demeanor. This biography reveals that in the mid-1920s—an era of growth and national optimism—had this little-known leader to thank. 16 pages of photos. 100 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $33.00 $19.95

---

**4592375 41: A Portrait of My Father**  By George W. Bush. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Weaving a stirring tribute to an inspiring father and a great American, George W. Bush, the 43rd President, takes us through the life and leadership of his father, the 41st President. Intimate, heartfelt, and illuminating, it is a book only a son—and a President—could write. 24 pages of photos, many color. 244 pages. Crown. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

---

**5929178 MARGARET POLE: The Countess in the Tower**  By Susan Higginbotham. From Margaret’s birth as the daughter of a royal duke to her beatiﬁcation centuries after her death, this examination of her life tells the story of one of the fortress’s most unlikely prisoners. 16 pages of illus., some color. 214 pages. Amberley. Import. Pub. at $11.95 $7.95

---

**5363421 VENDETTA: Bobby Kennedy Versus Jimmy Hoffa**  By James Naft. From 1957 to 1964, Robert Kennedy and Jimmy Hoffa channeled nearly all of their considerable powers into destroying each other. Here Naft has crafted a heart-pounding epic of crime and corruption, a saga of venom and relentless ambition that can do anything to demolish the other. Photos. 377 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00 $19.95

---

**5838266 CRADLES OF POWER: The Mothers and Fathers of the American Presidents**  By Harold I. Gullan. Many of us, for better or worse, are shaped by our early life. Heads of state are no exception. In this compact and compelling collection of vignettes, Gullan offers insights into the early influences that helped shape our presidents, from the Jeffersons to the Eisenhower, the Obamas, 16 pages of photos. 379 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

---

**5849104 QUEEN ANNE: Patroness of Arts**  By James Anderson Winn. This comprehensive, interdisciplinary biography richly illustrated with visual and musical examples, sheds new light on the life and reign of Queen Anne (1665-1714). Includes two bonus films: the complete Mozart symphony, and seven light on the life and reign of Queen Anne (1665-1714). Includes two bonus films: the complete Mozart symphony, and 791 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $33.95 $21.95
Dictators, Scoundrels & Criminals

LIMITED QUANTITY

5928906 THE LIFE AND DEATH OF KID CURRY: Tiger of the Wild Bunch. By Gary A. Wilson. During his lifetime, Harvey "Kid Curry" Logan became the most feared fugitive in America. From 1894 to 1904, he robbed banks and trains all across the West, eluding every posse that galloped his way. This definitive biography offers a clear portrait of the Wild West's most legendary bandit. Photos. 395 pages.


2594749 DOCTOR GOEBELLS: His Life and Death. By R. Manvell & H. Frankel. As a leader of the 20th century's most evil regime, Joseph Goebbels' legacy is his work constructing the mythic image of Hitler during his rise to power and his catastrophic rule of Germany. From his childhood as the son of a Prussian parson to his final days as a footloose German in Argentina, this riveting story of how Kim Il-Sung grabbed power in North Korea and plunged the country into war against the United States while the youngest fighter pilot in his air force was playing a high-risk game of deception—and by his unflagging, unyielding and deeply personal fight for criminal justice reform. 304 pages. Threshold Editions. Pub. at $27.00.


5909406 FROM JAILER TO JAILED. By Bernard B. Kerik. In this hard-hitting, raw, and oftentimes politically incorrect memoir, Kerik, America's Top Cop and decorated 1911 holder, tells it all on the line. Details his stunning fall from grace that whitewashed him through the criminal justice system, landed him in prison for three years and eleven days, and now furthers his inspiring and deeply personal fight for criminal justice reform. 304 pages. Threshold Editions. Pub. at $27.00. Save $4.50. Price: $22.50.
See more titles at erhbc.com/982
**570958X** THE LAST DAYS OF STALIN. By Joshua Rubenstein. Presents an engaging, briskly told account of the dictator’s final active moments, the wake of his death brought to light by the untold story of Augustin Fresnel (1788-1827), a brilliant young scientist of the modern age. His invention—the cyclotron—would pave the way for the atomic bomb, the space program, and the eventual cure of cancer. 363 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

**5497435** WANTED: THE Outlaw Lives of Billy the Kid & Ned Kelly. By Robert M. Utley. Adventure filled double biography revealing the true stories and parallel courses of the two notorious contemporaries who lived by the gun, were executed while still in their twenties, and remain compelling figures in the shaping of their homelands. 223 pages. Yale. Pub. at $30.00

**5722365** THE AUDACIOUS CRIMES OF COLONEL BLOOD. By Robert Hutchinson. Paints a vivid portrait of a double agent in the court of King Charles II, 1671, bent on ambiguous political and personal motivation, and provides an extraordinary account of the perils and conspiracies that abounded in Restoration England. Color photos. 341 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95

**5734595** PLANCK: Driven by Vision, Broken by War. By Brandon R. Brown. Interweaving the voices and writings of Planck, his family, and his contemporaries, such as Albert Einstein, Brown creates a portrait of a groundbreaking physicist working in the midst of war. A story of a brilliant man living in a dangerous time, and it shows how war-torn Germany deeply impacted his life and work. Photos. 258 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $29.95

**5742833** TESLA: A Portrait with Masked Visionary. By Vladimir Pistalo. Traces the life of one of the 20th century’s most prodigious and colorful inventors. From his formative years in Europe to the whirlwind electrical age in New York, this nuanced account of Tesla’s rise and fall reveals the many dimensions of an enigmatic but influential visionary. 452 pages. Graywolf. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

**1842439** THE INVENTOR AND THE TYCION: A Gilded Age Murder and the Birth of Moving Pictures. By Edward Ball. In the late 19th century, Edvard Muybridge invented stop-motion photography. The artist and inventor was also a murderer who killed coolly and mercilessly. His pal Leonid Stanford was a railroad tycoon who hired him to unlock the secrets of motion through photography. A tale from the great American West, this popular history unspools the murder and sinister mystery. Book Club Edition. 447 pages. Doubleday. Paperback. $3.95

**2716844** THE MILLIONAIRE AND THE MUMMIES: Theodore Davis’s Gilded Age in the Valley of the Kings. By John M. Adams. At the start of the 20th century, Theodore Davis was the most famous archaeologist in the world. Davis’s tomb-robbing in Egypt and contributions to the understanding of one of America’s best-loved and almost single-handedly-developed household electricity. During his life he patented more than 700 inventions. His story unfolds here. Illus. 192 pages. Champollion. This full-blooded portrait of the unsung genius; his protein made, political foresight, humor, and conscience. 16 pages of photos. 512 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00


**2752126** CRACKING THE EGYPTIAN CODE: The Revolutionary Life of Jean-Francois Champollion. By Andrew Robinson. In this vivid biography, Champollion, one of Europe’s most influential scholars to crack the hieroglyphic code of the Rosetta Stone, was an impoverished, arrogant and brilliant child of the French Revolution who made the vital breakthrough. This full-blooded account brings his story to life. 86 illus., 16 in color. Oxford. Pub. at $29.95

**5595819** DOC: True Tales of Misshaps, Emergencies, and Miracles from a Montana Paramedic. By R.E. Lowery. Presents an intimate portrait of one of the greatest and most creative scientists of the modern age. His invention—the cyclotron—would pave the way for the atomic bomb, the space program, and the eventual cure of cancer. 320 pages. Yale. Pub. at $30.00

**5763630** MADNESS AND MEMORY: The Discovery of Prions—A New Biological Principle of Disease. By Stanley B. Prusiner. Tells the remarkable story of his discovery of prions and reveals how super and metabolic tissue in one brain can actually possess the properties of researchers who persevere. His hypothesis, one considered heresy, now stands as accepted science and the basis for developing diagnoses and eventual cures. 300 pages. Yale. Pub. at $30.00

**591619X** ROBERT OPPENHEIMER AND THE AMERICAN CENTURY. By David C. Cassidy. More than the story of Oppenheimer—the brilliant physicist who served as scientific director of the Manhattan Project—and his role in the development of the atomic bomb, this is the riveting story of the roller coaster life and searingly personal odyssey of one of the key figures of the 20th century. 576 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $29.95

**5745977** BIG SCIENCE: Ernest Lawrence and the Invention That Launched the Military-Industrial Complex. By Michael Hiltzik. Presents the dramatic tale of Ernest Lawrence, one of the most important scientists of the modern age. His invention—the cyclotron—would change the course of scientific research, revolutionize nuclear physics, and pave the way for the atomic bomb, the space program, and the forging of Big Science. 24 pages of photos. 512 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00

**7852955** GENIUS IN THE SHADOWS: A Biography of Leo Szilard, the Man Behind the Bomb. By William Lanouette with B. Silard. Leo Szilard, known by some as the Father of the atomic bomb,” has long been overshadowed by such luminaries as Albert Einstein and J. Robert Oppenheimer. This revised and updated edition of Szilard’s acclaimed biography paints a captivating portrait of the shy, brilliant—and most divisive—scientist. Szilard, known by some as the Father of the atomic bomb,” has long been overshadowed by such luminaries as Albert Einstein and J. Robert Oppenheimer. This revised and updated edition of Szilard’s acclaimed biography paints a captivating portrait of the shy, brilliant—and most divisive—scientist. 359 pages. Johns Hopkins. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95


**5698790** THE WRIGHT BROTHERS. By David McCullough. Far more than a couple of Dayton bicycle mechanics who happened to hit on success, the legend of the Wright brothers was one of the innocents. McCullough tells the dramatic story of how these courageous brothers taught the world how to fly, and how their sister Katharine played an important role in their work. 48 pages of photos. 320 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00
572967X IN THE SHADOW OF THE DREAMCHILD: The Myth and Reality of Lewis Carroll. By Karoline Leach. At the time of its first publication in 1999, this biography caused great controversy, but the author’s conclusions have since been upheld. Carroll is widely regarded as a landmark study of the man behind the pseudonym, Charles Lutwidge Dodgson. Photos. 358 pages. Peter Owen. Paperback Import. Pub. at $23.95 $5.95

5905593 MOCKINGBIRD, REVISED: A Portrait of Harper Lee, from Scout to Go Set a Watchman. By Charles J. Shields. This revised edition offers a detailed look into the life of the woman known almost solely for her masterwork To Kill a Mockingbird. This revised edition also covers the death of Lee’s beloved sister Alice, a fuller portrait of the older Lee, and the Nobel Prize. Photos. 326 pages. Holt. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

5905689 THE BROTHERS VONEUGT. By Ginger Strand. Melding biography and cultural history, Strain uses a wealth of research to tell the fascinating story of the Von Neumans and their family, who were men wrestling with the ethical dilemmas of their age—and reveal how the desire to control the natural world shaped one of our most inventive novelists. Photos. 305 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95


5948088 JOHN LE CARRE: The Biography. By Adam Simpson. A master of weaving fiction with fact, legendary spymaster John le Carre creates complex protagonists who expose tautological glimpses into the author’s life and work. Simpson uses his intimate knowledge of the man behind the celebrated pseudonym, has remained for an enigma for more than half a century. The curtain is finally pulled back in this definitive biography. 32 pages of photos. 652 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

5910382 THE LOST DETECTIVE: Becoming Dashiell Hammett. By Nathan Ward. This enthralling biography tells the story of how Dashiell Hammett transformed himself from Pinkerton detective to the author of the most iconic detective novels of the twentieth century. Illus., some color. 214 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

5968999 LOUISA MAJOR ALCOTT: A Personal Biography. By Susan Cheever. Cheswick’s biography of the author of Little Women explores with new research and insight a story that inspired generations of women; chronicling Alcott’s unconventional upbringing, her life-changing experiences as a Civil War nurse, and the political and social reformer who opposed slavery and promoted temperance and women’s rights. Photos. 298 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

1892128 THE TERRIBLE SPEED OF MERCY: A Spiritual Biography of Flannery O’Connor. By Jonathan Rogers. In this biography, Rogers gets at the heart of O’Connor’s work. He follows the roots of her fervent faith and traces the outlines of a life marked by illness and suffering, but ultimately defined by an irrepressible joy and even hilarity. 189 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $6.95


1892150 THE QUOTABLE CHESTERTON: The Wit and Wisdom of G.K. Chesterton. Ed. by Kevin Belmonte. A literary giant of his age, G.K. Chesterton used his exceptional intellect to write about history, politics, economics, philosophy, social and literary criticism, and theology. This volume offers Chesterton’s thoughts on everything from adventure and cheese, along with essays about his life and times. 321 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

3605728 CHARLES DARWIN: Destroyer of Myths. By Andrew Norman. Presents a narrative that looks perceptively at Darwin’s early life, at the influence of his naturalist father, and at his career as a man of letters over nearly 40 years, and at the formative effect of the famous voyage to the Galapagos in the Beagle that led him to question orthodox views on how the world was created and how humans evolved. 316 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

5890657 EDMUND BURKE: The First Conservative. By Jesse Norman. This rich, accessible, and provocative biography describes Burke’s life and achievements alongside his momentous legacy, showing how Burke’s analytical mind and deep capacity for empathy made him such a powerful critic—both for his own age and ours. Illus. 325 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95
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OVER SEVENTY. By P.G. Wodehouse. Presenting himself as a traditional Englishman who deplores the barbarism and materialism that has taken the spirit out of England, Wodehouse delivers a characteristically amusing and deliberately evasive memoir, trading difficult biographical questions for his own humorous and comic asides. 224 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95


5754292 H.P. LOVECRAFT—THE MYSTERIOUS MAN BEHIND THE DARKNESS. By Charlotte Montague. An intriguing biography of the enigmatic author which reveals the mysteries of the strange man behind the darkness—the master of modern horror. Fully illus., some color. 192 pages. Charnel. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95


5754957 SYMPATHY FOR THE DEVIL: Four Decades of Friendship with Gore Vidal. By Michael Melewsh. Detachéd and ironic, a master of the pointed put-down, of the cutting quip; enigmatic; impossible to truly know: this is the calcified public image of Gore Vidal—which the man himself was fond of reinforcing. Here Melewsh offers an intimate look at Gore Vidal, a man who prided himself on being difficult to know. Photos. 200 pages. FSG. Pub. at $24.00 $7.95


4632591 LITERARY OUTLAW: The Life and Times of William S. Burroughs. By Ted Morgan. A comprehensive biography of an anarchistic, heroin-eating, drug addict, and brilliant writer whose career didn’t begin until he was nearly 60. Burroughs was a violent, reckless genius and is his life story is as compelling as his fiction. 16 pages of photos. 714 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $8.95

5885841 JOURNEY TO THE ABSYX: The Diaries of Count Harry Kessler, 1880-1918. Ed. by Laird M. Easter. A fascinating and rare account of the life and times of the man who dedicated himself to the task of transcribing his personal experiences. A compelling, eye-opening, authoritative biography, and a captivating portrait of one of the most famous literary figures of the 20th century. 368 pages. Hyperion. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95

5905729 CHARLOTTE BRONTE: A Fiery Heart. By Hermione Lee. An intimate portrait of one of the most beloved literary figures of the 19th century. Charlotte Bronte was a woman who prided herself on being difficult to know. Harper. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

5888459 PAULINE KAEL: A Life in the Dark. By Brian Kellow. In her nearly quarter-century reviewing films at *The New Yorker*, Pauline Kael became the most widely-read critic in America. This legend who changed the face of film criticism recalls Miller’s career from its beginnings in Paris to his Hollywood success. Here Melewsh offers a captivating portrait of one of the most important cultural voices of our time. Photos. 448 pages. Schocken. Pub. at $27.95 $10.95

5868467 PENPELOE FITZGERALD: A Life. By Hermione Lee. A vivid account of the mathematical genius of the first order, whose career didn’t begin until she was nearly 60. Hilbert’s 26th problem. From the orphanage to the Grothendieck Institute, a personal memoir of a life spent in the pursuit of mathematics. 358 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

5885841 JOURNEY TO THE ABSYX: The Diaries of Count Harry Kessler, 1880-1918. Ed. by Laird M. Easter. A fascinating and rare account of the life and times of the man who dedicated himself to the task of transcribing his personal experiences. A compelling, eye-opening, authoritative biography, and a captivating portrait of one of the most famous literary figures of the 20th century. 368 pages. Hyperion. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95

5811074 THE MAN WHO LOVED ONLY NUMBERS. By Paul Hoffman. A vivid account of the mathematical genius of the first order, totally obsessed with his subject, who thought and wrote mathematics, and who lay down among the stars among the stars among the stars among the stars among the stars. The Riemann Hypothesis. One of the most important and hardest problems in mathematics. 150 pages. Hyperion. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95

5885106 THE WORLDS OF SHOLEM ALEICHEM: The Remarkable Life and Afterlife of the Man Who Created Tevye. By Jeremy Dauber. Presents the first comprehensive biography of the most beloved Yiddish writer of all time: the creator of Tevye the Dairyman, the collected stories that inspired Fiddler on the Roof. One of the founding giants of modern Yiddish literature, Sholom Aleichem’s nuanced tale is every bit as compelling as those of his fictional creation. 216 pages. 448 pages. Schocken. Pub. at $28.95 $6.95

5919681 PUBLISHING: A Writer’s Memoir. By Gail Godwin. Presents the personal story of a writer’s heyday to be published, the pursuit of that goal, and then the long haul—for Godwin, 45 years of being a published writer and all that goes with it. 200 pages. Westminster. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $5.95
4630297 GUNNY’S RULES: How to Get Squared Away Like a Marine. By R. Lee Ermey. The former Marine Corps Drill Instructor, Gunny reveals the secrets of the Marine Corps way. Photo some in color. 210 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $27.95 $4.95

5868964 THE BIG BAD BOOK OF BILL MURRAY. By Robert Schnakenberg. Part biography, part critical appreciation, part love letter, and all fun, this enormous volume chronicles every Murray performance in loving detail, recounting all the milestones, legendary moments, and controversies in the life of this enigmatic performer. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Quirk. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $6.95

4954449 CLINT EASTWOOD ICON: The Essential Film Art Collection. By David Frangioni. Assembles a selection of film art that spans Eastwood’s entire career from the 1950s through 2009. Curling over 400 pieces, this trove of promotional artwork gathers posters, lobby cards, studio ads, and other marketing ephemera used to advertise Eastwood’s films and image throughout the world. SHOPWOR, 208 pages. Hardcover. Import. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

★ 761425X GINGER: My Story. By Ginger Rogers. The supreme dancer looks back over her fabulous career from her vaudeville debut to her partnership with Fred Astaire, and the joy and heartbreak of her marriages. Her memoir glows with wit and sparkles with humor. 16 pages of photos. 532 pages. HaperCollins. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

761828X RECIPES FOR LIFE: My Memories. By Linda Evans. Linda opens up her heart, her past, and her kitchen, sharing a revealing assortment of anecdotes, photographs, and over 40 recipes that Dynasty fans will truly savor. Book Club Edition. 265 pages. Vanguard. Orig. Pub. at $25.99 $2.95

5755357 THE RICHARD BURTON DIARIES. By Burton Williams. Here for the first time are the diaries of Richard Burton (1925-84), written between 1939 and 1983. In these intimate pages, Burton is a man quite different from the acclaimed actor we know. Through his life stories, we see a man who was shy, a man who was nuts, and always keenly observing, 16 pages of photos. 693 pages. Yale. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

5732034 TOO FAST TO LIVE, TOO YOUNG TO DIE: James Dean’s Final Hours. By Keith Elliot Greenberg. With fresh insider interviews, riveting storytelling, and acute attention to details, Greenberg delivers a thought-provoking look at James Dean’s death as a historical moment and at the actor’s continued life as a seminal icon. Paperback. 341 pages. Applause. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

272183X JOHNNY DEPP: Hollywood Superstar. By Michael Ritealy. Wherever Johnny goes, the spotlight inevitably follows. This book charts his progress to superstardom and looks at the private man as well as the on-screen superstar. Includes 64 bi-tonal prints. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. JG Press. 8x11¼". Paperback. $2.95

4614674 ELIZABETH TAYLOR: A Shining Legacy on Film. By Cindy De La Hoz. This retrospective spans taylor’s seventy-year career, featuring production histories, behind the scenes stories, and reviews. At $16 per film. Fully illustrated with hundreds of photographs, this is a dazzling tribute to one of Hollywood’s most fabled leading ladies. 296 pages. Running Press. 9x12. Pub. at $39.00 $7.95


464222 BECOMING RICHARD Pryor. By Scott Saul. Brings into focus the comedian and his genius as never before. From Pryor’s heartbreaking childhood, his trials in the army, and his improv days in Greenwich Village to his soul-searching interlude in Berkeley and his rise in the “New Hollywood” of the 1970s, Saul sheds light on an entertainer who forever altered the cultural DNA of America. 368 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

2704927 MARYLIN MONROE: Gone, but Not Forgotten. By Jessica Esposito with E. Adamson. After decades of mysterious illnesses, countless doctor visits, and multiple misdiagnoses, Jennifer Esposito was diagnosed with an autoimmune disorder affecting one in 133 people. The story of one woman’s valiant quest to take control of her health and share steps that can help anyone struggling with chronic illness today is described in detail, while her luminous career and complicated personal life are also brought into the light. 16 pages of photos, most color. 328 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95


5830803 FINDING MOOSEWOOD, FINDING GOD. By Jack Perkins. In the busy years of his career in Los Angeles, Jack Perkins, NBC news correspondent, didn’t feel the need for God. Yet at the age of fifty-five, Perkins describes his “conversion” to the highest peak. At the height of his career, he and his wife Mary Jo moved to a bare-necessities cabin on an uninhabited island off the coast of Maine, a setting where they experienced their spiritual awakening. This is their inspiring story. Photos, most in color. 312 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

4671242 WHEN THEY WERE BOYS: The True Story of the Beatles’ Rise to the Top. By Larry Kane. This is the real story of the Beatles’ rise to fame: focusing on that seven year stretch from the time the boys met as teenagers in the 1950s to early 1964, when the Fab Four prepared to invade America. Includes stories never before told, including heartbreaks, lucky breaks, betrayal, and more. 16 pages of photos. 395 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

2734817 WATCH ME: A Memoir. By Anjelica Huston. Picking up after A Story Lately Told, which relayed her enchanted childhood, Huston’s second memoir discusses her turbulent 17-year relationship with Jack Nicholson, her renowned performances in films like Prizzi’s Honor and The Royal Tenenbaums; the death of her father, the first love of her life; and much more. 16 pages of color. 389 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

5751726 HOPE: Entertainer of the Century. By Richard Zoglin. Here is the untold story of Bob Hope, the most important entertainer of the 20th century. Zoglin draws from a celebration of the entire Hope career, a complex portrait of a gifted but flawed man, who, unlike many Hollywood stars, truly loved fame, appreciated its responsibilities, and handled celebrity with extraordinary grace. Photos. 565 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

★ 367584X THE ICE CREAM BLONDE: The Whirlwind Life and Mysterious Death of Screwball Comedienne Thelma Todd. By Michelle Morgan. A beloved film comedienne who worked alongside the genre’s greats, Thelma Todd was found dead in a tall, skinny shower stall crossed over from silent films to talkies. She was also the focus of one of Hollywood’s most enduring murder mysteries. This authoritative biography traces her life, and offers a fresh examination of her suspicious death. Photos. 264 pages. Chicago Review. Pub. at $26.95 $18.95

GARBO: Divine Star. By David Bret. The first biography to investigate the two so-called missing periods in Garbo’s life: the first during the late 1920s, forcing MGM to employ a look-alike to conceal a likely pregnancy; the second during WWII, when Garbo was employed by British Intelligence to track down Nazi sympathizers. Photos. 404 pages. Robson. Import. Pub. at $29.95.

AVA GARDNER: The Barefoot Contessa. By Gilles Daguenet. Long considered to be “the most beautiful woman in the world.” Ava Gardner remains at the pinnacle of Hollywood glamour. Filled with images from her most iconic films, this extensive volume takes us on a captivating journey through the tumultuous life and career of this singular starlet. 191 pages. Grensmere International. 8½ x 11¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

MASTER OF CEREMONIES. By Joel Grey with R. Paley. Memoir of a life lived in and out of the limelight, in a career spanning seven decades that charts the evolution of American entertainment, from vaudeville to Broadway to Hollywood. The portrait of an artist that has broadened the possibilities for actors on stage, screen and TV in Britain, America, and around the world. Book Club Edition. Photos. 272 pages. Flatiron Books. Pub. at $27.99. $5.95

DRAMA: An Actor's Education. By John Lithgow. In this riveting and surprising personal history, Lithgow shares a backstage view of his own struggle, crisis, and discovery, revealing the early life and career that took place out of the public eye and before he became a nationally known star. Book Club Edition. 8½ x 11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

TOUGH SH*T: Life Advice from a Fat, Lazy Slob Who Did Good. By Kevin Smith. Smith takes you through some big moments in his life to help you live your days as a Greedy a fat ass as you can—going where the puck is gonna be. Read all about how he made 10 movies with no discernible talent, how he blew up his own career after he had everything he thought he’d ever want; and much, much more. 263 pages. Gotham. Pub. at $25.00. $2.95

KIM. By Sean Smith. In this unauthorized biography of one of today’s most popular pop culture icons, Smith discovers a sweet, kind and smart young woman whose life story reads like an X-rated version of Dynasty. He follows her extraordinary journey from her childhood and amazing family to her turbulent love life and multi-million dollar reality-TV star. 16 pages of color photos. 288 pages. Delta Street. Pub. at $26.99. $5.95

THE WOMEN OF DUCK: Saluting the Troops with John Wayne. By Dan Callahan. In this first-ever biography of the woman many have called our greatest living actress, Redgrave is at last revealed to us in all of her many colors. 272 pages. powerHouse Books. 9x12. Pub. at $45.00. $11.95

THE ART OF ASKING. By Amanda Palmer. A life-changing tale of ten CDs. See more titles at erhbc.com/982

3650235 CLORIS: My Autobiography. By Cloris Leachman with G. Englert. Transforming herself with every role, Cloris Leachman has been dazzling audiences for decades with her unique, humor-filled gift for both comedy and drama. In her memoir, she looks back on her amazing career, 32 pages of photos. 281 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00. $3.95

1830163 JAMES GANDOLFINI: The Real Life of the Man Who Made Tony Soprano. By Dan Babcock. Gandolfini, who died in June 30, at the age of fifty-one, is widely recognized as one of the best—and most defining—actors of his generation. Bischoff’s biography is informed by fresh interviews with Sopranos actors, HBO executives, director and co-creator David Chase, childhood friends, and others, 16 pages of photos, most color. 258 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.95. $13.95


2766728 KNOCK WOOD. By Candice Bergen. Told with wit, self-deprecation and a rare degree of courage, this is the extraordinary record of Candice Bergen’s coming of age. It is at once a moving fable of the love between father and daughter, a woman’s triumph over self-doubt, and a dazzling journal of American life. Photos. 303 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $4.95

7611808 THE RELENTLESS. By David Bentley. In this riveting and surprising personal history, Lithgow shares a backstage view of his own struggle, crisis, and discovery, revealing the early life and career that took place out of the public eye and before he became a nationally known star. Book Club Edition. Photos. 272 pages. Flatiron Books. Pub. at $27.99. $5.95

5770809 GRETA GARBO: Divine Star. By David Bret. The first biography to investigate the two so-called missing periods in Garbo’s life: the first during the late 1920s, forcing MGM to employ a look-alike to conceal a likely pregnancy; the second during WWII, when Garbo was employed by British Intelligence to track down Nazi sympathizers. Photos. 404 pages. Robson. Import. Pub. at $29.95.


3576337 I SAID YES TO EVERYTHING. By Lee Grant. Set amid the New York theater scene of the fifties and the star-studded parties of Malibu in the seventies, Grant’s memoir evokes a world of Bacall, Bogart, and Bogie—vie for Garbo’s love and career;香山花 ets. of the Official Callahan. In this riveting and surprising personal history, Lithgow shares a backstage view of his own struggle, crisis, and discovery, revealing the early life and career that took place out of the public eye and before he became a nationally known star. Book Club Edition. Photos. 272 pages. Flatiron Books. Pub. at $27.99. $5.95

448228X JOHN WAYNE: The Legend and the Man. Celebrates Duke’s life and legacy through film stills and backstage photos from everything from cinematic masterpieces like True Grit and Fort Apache, to a surprising variety of early-career, leading-man films like Stagecoach and The Big Trail. Also includes a wide selection of Duke’s films like Stagecoach, The Searchers and The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance. Photos gathered over the years in his immense archive. Fully illus., some color. 272 pages. powerHouse Books. 9x12. Pub. at $45.00. $11.95

5704820 FIGHTING FOR FREEDOM: A Salute to the Troops with John Wayne. By Dan Callahan. In this first-ever biography of the woman many have called our greatest living actress, Redgrave is at last revealed to us in all of her many colors. 272 pages. powerHouse Books. 9x12. Pub. at $45.00. $11.95

3654013 VANESSA: The Life of Vanessa Redgrave. By Dan Callahan. In this first-ever biography of the woman many have called our greatest living actress, Redgrave is at last revealed to us in all of her many colors. 272 pages. powerHouse Books. 9x12. Pub. at $45.00. $11.95

CO 5773516 THE ART OF ASKING. By Amanda Palmer. Read and sung by Amanda Palmer. Part manifesto, part revelation, this is the story of an artist who makes a startling claim: soldiers are capable of, or putting himself in personal danger to bring a smile to troops stationed thousands of miles away, John Wayne always kept the people who serve our country in his heart and mind. This astratto introduces a new world of artists like Duke’s commitment to America and those who fight for him. Fully illus., some color. 208 pages. Media Lab. Pub. at $22.99. $17.95

3635791 THE SELECTED LETTERS OF ELIA KAZAN. Ed. by Albert J. & Marlene J. Devlin. This collection of nearly 300 letters gives us the life of Kazan unfiltered, with all the passion, vitality, and raw honesty that made him such an important stage director (A Streetcar Named Desire; Death of a Salesman), film director (On the Waterfront; East of Eden), novelist, and memoirist. Photos. 650 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $40.00. $9.95
**Musician, Singers & Pop Artists**

3673782 **MAN ON THE RUN: Paul McCartney in the 1970s.** By Tom Doyle. Provides an illuminating look at the most tumultuous decade in the life of a rock icon—the only McCartney biography in decades based on recent, intimate interviews with the artist. Photos. 257 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $24.95

5810105 **IF YOU CAN'T BE FREE, BE A MYSTERY: In Search of Billie Holiday.** By Farah Jasmine Griffin. Offers an enchanting investigation into one of the most famous jazz vocalists of all time, and how she is remembered. Griffin fully liberates Lady Day from the tragic songstress myth, and instead presents a virtuoso whose passion for music was a driving force throughout her life. Photos. 240 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

5864887 **BILLIE HOLIDAY: The Musician and the Myth.** By John Szwed. Much of Holiday's popular image has dwelt on the tragic details of her life, but the genuine artist that she has been overshadowed by the icon. Drawing on a vast amount of new material that has surfaced, Szwed strips away the myths and puts her music front and center, illuminating her uncanny voice, signature songs, and enduring legacy. 230 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

5814251 **HIGHWAY 61 REVISITED: Bob Dylan's Road from Minnesota to the World.** Ed. by C.J. Sheehy & T. Swiss. From his roots in Hibbing to his rise as a folk icon in New York, to his prominence on the worldwide stage. Sheehy and Swiss bring together the most eminent Dylan scholars at work today to assess Dylan's career, the ways and means of all global impact on music and culture. Photos. 278 pages. UnivM. Paperbound.

5778263 **JOHN MAYALL: The Blues Crusader—His Life, His Music, His Bands.** By Dinzoo Logoz. The first detailed biography of an icon in the world of blues music and the God-father of British blues, Mayall was also a pivotal musician, blues promoter and talent scout for over 50 years. 32 pages of photos, most in color. 272 pages. Import.

5868246 **LIKE ME: Confessions of a Heartland Country Singer.** By Chechy Wright. The country music legend writes about her life and career and growing up in America's heartland. She also writes about making up her mind at a young age to become a country music star, knowing then that her feelings and crushes on girls were "sinful" and praying that she would somehow be "fixed." Photos. 264 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $25.95

7585772 **MY CROSS TO BEAR.** By Gregg Allman with A. Light. Bringing to life the carefree early days of the Allman Brothers Band, Gregg holds nothing back. He goes behind the scenes of some of the greatest rock music ever recorded, without shying away from the most intimate and painful moments of his life. Photos. 390 pages. Morrow. Paperbound.

5714397 **RINGO: With a Little Help.** By Michael Seth Starr. traces the entire arc of Starr’s remarkable life and career, from his sickly childhood to his life as the “World’s Most Famous Drummer,” and to his triumphs, addictions, and emotional battles following the breakup of the Beatles as he came to terms with his legacy. SHOPWORN. 16 pages of photos. 426 pages. Backbeat Books. Pub. at $32.99

5809649 **DREAMS TO REMEMBER: Olis Redding, Stax Records, and the Transformation of Southern Soul.** By Mark Ribowsky. Reinvents an incredibly talented yet impulsive man, one who once even risked his career by shooting a man in the leg. But that temperament masked a deep vulnerability, and the man was wary by nature. He had already refused him a Grammy until he was in the grave. A fascinating look at a talented young man. Photos. 365 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $27.95

5792255 **THE JAZZ LIFE OF DR. BILLY TAYLOR.** By Teresia L. Reed, Taylor recounts how he came of age as a jazz musician in smoke-filled clubs publishing what was then a rare chamber solo, and worldwide acclaim as an internationally recognized music educator and popular media figure. He fought for the recognition of jazz music as “America’s classical music” and for the recognition of black musicians as key contributors to the American music repertoire. Photos. 227 pages. InLPUB. Pub. at $25.00

5760038 **THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF BOB DYLAN.** Ed. by Sean Egan. Presents a selection of the best writing on Dylan, both praise and criticism. Interviews, essays, features, and reviews from Dylan intimates and scholars is interspersed with new interviews and reviews of every album, 518 pages. Running Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95

5874558 **DIARY OF A MADMAN.** By Brad Scarface Jordan with B. Meadows-Ingram. From Geto legend and renowned storyteller Scarface comes a memoir about the life of a kid from the south side of Houston, and how he rose to the top and ushered in a new era of rap dominance. Color photos. 223 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $23.99

5562626 **HI-DE-HO: The Life of Cab Calloway.** By Alyn Shipton. The first full-length biography of Cab Calloway, whose vocal theatre and flamboyant stage presence made him one of the highest-earning African American bandleaders. Drawing on firsthand accounts from Calloway's family and fellow musicians, the author's research charts the entire path of this musical icon. Photos. 283 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $29.95

3568059 **MUSORGSKY & HIS CIRCLE: A Russian Musical Adventure.** By Stephen Walsh. The emergence of Russian music in the 19th century comprises one of the most remarkable and fascinating stories in all music history. Here Walsh presents a portrait of five men (Mily Balakirev, Cesar Cui, Alexander Borodin, Nikolay Rimsky-Korsakov, and Mussorgsky) who came together in St. Petersburg and created some of the greatest music ever written. 470 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $37.50

5778905 **UNOFFICIAL TAYLOR SWIFT FROM THE Heart.** By Alice Hudson. A pictorial biography of the country crooner turned mainstream megastar. Combines quotes from Swift, a diversity of images, and a detailed account of her career, Well illus. 128 pages. Flame Tree. Import. Pub. at $15.99

5864534 **MR. JOE: A Biography of Jim Morrison.** By Dylan Jones. In this colorful and intimate biography, Jones strips bare the skin-light leather suit of Jim Morrison’s Lizard King persona, and offers a frank and honest appraisal of a much beloved and often romanticized country rock icon. 184 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $16.00

5724902 **I’M YOUR MAN: The Life of Leonard Cohen.** By Sylvie Simmons. Charts the life and career of Leonard Cohen, one of the most important and long-lasting songwriters of the 20th century. Cohen’s story went far beyond the spoken to more than a hundred key figures in Cohen’s life. Simmons paints a deeply insightful, well-rounded portrait of the artist and writer who has impacted countless performers, listeners, and composers. Photos. 346 pages. Villard. Paperbound Inst.

5734745 **ROCKS: My Life in and Out of Aerosmith.** By Joe Perry with D. Ritz. Filled with humor, insight, and brutal honesty from the guitarist and co-founder of Aerosmith, Perry’s story spans from the top of the world to the bottom of the barrel—several times over. 48 pages of photos, most in color. 416 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.99

5870682 **UNTOUCHABLE: The Strange Life and Tragic Death of Michael Jackson.** By Randall Sullivan. Chronicles the story of the King of Pop from his boy-idol childhood to the final years of his tumultuous and tragic life. Through exclusive interviews with inner-circle figures, Sullivan sheds fresh light on Jackson’s near-takedown of a megacorporation; the pedophilia allegations that marred his reputation; and the fate of his estate and children. 32 pages of photos. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00

5818281 **SPECIAL DELUXE.** By Neil Young. Young offers reminiscences about his Canadian boyhood, his musical influences, his family, the rock ‘n roll life, and one of his deepest, most ebullient passions: cars. He explores his love for vintage automobiles, and how he examines his newfound awareness of his hobby’s negative environmental impact, and offers watercolor illustrations of his favorite rides. 304 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $29.95

5851092 **PRINCE—CHAPTER AND VERSE: A Life in Photographs.** By Mobeen Azhar. This lavishly illustrated volume pays homage to the uniquely talented artist. Azhar tells fans Prince’s story, through conversations with him and those who knew him best. His portrait of this amazing artist is unlike anything you’ve read before—a fitting tribute, 144 pages. Sterling. 9 x11¼. Pub. at $19.95

5738121 **THE UNIVERSAL TONE: Bringing My Story to Light.** By Carlos Santana. Read by J. D. Davin. Santana’s memoir offers a rich story of musical fearlessness that finds humor in the world of high-flying fame, speaks plainly of personal revelations, and celebrates the divine and infinite presence that Santana sees in every person he has ever met. Over nineteen hours on 16 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $35.00
**5620066** BIRD OWENS. By Eileen Sisk. Chronicles the rise to stardom of one of the country’s best-loved country music entertainers. Through interviews with friends and family, Sisk portrays the evolution of Owens’s childhood and the impact of the aw-shucks image he cultivated on Hee Haw. A control freak with an outsized appetite for sex, Owens could be genial one moment and ruthlessly cruel the next. Photos. 384 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. At $16.99 $12.95

**5874572** DREAM WEAVER: A Memoir. By Gary Wright. Best known for his hits “Dream Weaver” and “Love is Alive,” Gary Wright reflects on his long and illustrious career in the music business and tells the little-known story of his professional collaboration, friendship, and spiritual journey with George Harrison. Photos, most in color. 246 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Paperbound. At $17.00 $11.95

**5864496** LOVE SONGS: The Lives of Kurt Weill and Lotte Lenya. By Ethan Mordden. The romance of Kurt Weill, the Jewish cantor’s son, and Lotte Lenya, the Viennese coachman’s daughter, changed the history of Western music, ultimately yielding one of the defining works of the 20th century, The Threepenny Opera. Playing out against the tumult of war, their powerful love story is chronicled here. Photos. 334 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. At $29.99 $6.95

**3678911** ON THE ROAD WITH JANIS JOPLIN. By John Byrne Cooke. As a road manager and filmmaker, Cooke helped run Janis Joplin show—and record it for posterity. Here he reveals the truth about her before and after the death of the young woman from Port Arthur who would become the first female rock ‘n’ roll superstar—and depart the stage too soon. Photos. 430 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. At $17.00 $11.95

**8466659** A MAN WHO HAD A HEART: My Life and Music. By Burt Bacharach with Robert Greenfield. Over the past six decades, Bacharach’s legendary songwriting has touched millions of devoted listeners all over the world. Now, in one incendiary memoir, the renowned musician offers a frank and riveting account of his life and the stories behind the hits. 16 pages of photos. 291 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. At $16.99 $4.95

**5891302** ROBERT PLANT: A Life. By Paul Rees. The story of the forces that shaped him from his boyhood in England’s Black Country to his present status as a vibrant, alternative national hero. 24 pages of photos. 536 pages. Dey Street. Paperbound. At $18.99 $7.95

**5887895** ANGER IS AN ENERGY: My Life Uncensored. By John Lydon with A. Perry. A fresh and mature look back on a life full of incident from his beginnings as a skidky child of irish parents who grew up in West Ham, to his present status as a rich, complex portrait of a man who was only nineteen when he changed the face of rock ‘n’ roll. 16 pages of photos, some color. 360 pages. Dey Street. Paperbound. At $17.99 $4.95

**4546681** ROBERT PLANT: A Life. By Paul Rees. Discover the forces that shaped Led Zeppelin front man Robert Plant, from his boyhood in his Black Country to the ravaging highs and lows of the Zeppelin years; from his relationship with bandmates to his solo career that today has produced some of the most acclaimed work of his career. 16 pages of photos, some color. 360 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. At $28.99 $7.95

**5851200** BORN TO RUN. By Bruce Springsteen. Rarely has a performer told his own story with such force and sweep. Like many of Springsteen’s songs, this autobiography is filled with the lyricism of a singular songwriter and the wisdom of a man who has thought deeply about his experiences. He shares it all: growing up Catholic in New Jersey, his early days in the punk-rave bar-band king, and the personal struggles that inspired his best work. 510 pages. S&S. Paperbound. At $27.99 $17.95

**545704X** RESPECT: The Life of Aretha Franklin. By David Ritz. As a road manager for Aretha Franklin, the man behind the myth, revealing by turns the inspiring story of overnight success and age-defying longevity; the family man, the woman who turned The Queen of Soul into the first female rock ‘n’ roll superstar—and depart the stage too soon. 12 pages of photos. 430 pages. Norton. Paperbound. At $29.95 $17.95

**5814618** RIFFTIDE: The Life and Opinions of Papa Jo Jones. As told to Albert Murray. Drawn from fourteen tapes recorded over eight years beginning in 1977, this volume is an impressionistic series of riffs and tales by Jones, revealing a man at the forefront of a new form of music and a country amid incredible turmoil and opportunity. 12 pages of photos. 172 pages. UMI® Paperbound. At $18.95 $6.95

**5822580** THREE CHORDS FOR BEAUTY’S SAKE: The Life of Artie Shaw. By Tom Nolan. This unvarnished account of Shaw’s life is driven by 14 years of interviews with Shaw, as well as conversations with more than 100 of his contemporaries. Nolan offers a candid and sympathetic portrait of the musician and his era and renders a priceless place for his music in the jazz pantheon. Photos. 430 pages. Norton. Paperbound. At $29.95 $17.95

**5849154** BIRD: The Life and Music of Charlie Parker. By Chuck Haddix. Tells the story of Charlie Parker’s life, music, and career, artfully weaving together firsthand accounts from those who knew him, unpublished letters, interviews, and novel research to create a compelling narrative portrait of a tragic genius. 10 pages of photos. 188 pages. UIIP. Paperbound. At $24.95 $9.95

**5847559** SINATRA: The Chairman. By James Kaplan. Following Sinatra from the mid-1950s to his death in 1998, Kaplan uncover’s the man behind the myth, revealing the selfless, peerless singer, the sometimes powerful actor, the business mogul, the tireless lover and—of course—the close associate of the powerful and the Demon of Hollywood. Photos. 380 pages. S&S. Paperbound. At $20.00 $14.95

**5806305** GOOD VIBRATIONS: My Life as a Beach Boy. By Mike Love with J. Sirsch. As founding member of the Beach Boys, Mike Love has spent an extraordinary 55 years and counting as the group’s lead singer and one of its principal songwriters. A story of overnight success and age-defying longevity; of musical genius and reckless self-destruction; of spirituality, betrayal, and forgiveness. Photos, most in color. 457 pages. S&S. Paperbound. At $22.95 $17.95

**5743397** I’VE ALWAYS KEPT A UNICORN: The Biography of Sandy Denny. By Mick Houghton. Based on original and candid interviews with more than 50 of her friends, fellow musicians, and contemporaries, and with access to previously unseen documents and Sandy’s own notebooks, Houghton illuminates the life of a unique and complex artist—one of the greatest singer-songwriters. Photos. 502 pages. Faber & Faber. Paperbound. Import. At $22.95 $17.95


**5732042** TRANSFORMER: The Complete Lou Reed Story. By Victor Bockris. From the electroshock treatments of his youth to the collaborations with the greatest artists of his time, and his explosive relationships with drag queen Rachel and the extraordinary Laurie Anderson, this is the first and most complete celebration of the man who changed rock music forever. Photos. 548 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Import. At $15.99 $7.95

**7560645** CHRONICLES: The Rise to Star Dom of One of the Greatest American Talents of the 20th Century. 16 pages of photos. 520 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. At $30.00 $3.95

**3622136** LOVE SONGS: The Lives of Kurt Weill and Lotte Lenya. By Ethan Mordden. The romance of Kurt Weill, the Jewish cantor’s son, and Lotte Lenya, the Viennese coachman’s daughter, changed the history of Western music, ultimately yielding one of the defining works of the 20th century, The Threepenny Opera. Playing out against the tumult of war, their powerful love story is chronicled here. Photos. 334 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. At $29.99 $6.95

**5929644** HOW TO BE A MAN (AND OTHER ILLUSIONS). By Duff McKagan. Taking the reader into the life of an international rock musician, Duff McKagan shares with disarming candor and humor the solid life lessons he’s learned along the way to success and fulfillment in both his family, life and career. 296 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. At $15.99 $4.95

**7676468** JERRY LEWIS: His Own Story. By Rick Bragg. As the first time Lewis’s story has been tells, as his autobiography was written by Pulitzer Prize-winning writer Rick Bragg, a narrative rich with atmosphere and anecdote, we watch Jerry Lee emerge from the fields and levees of Depression-era Louisiana to worldwide fame. 32 pages of photos. 498 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. At $27.99 $19.95
**5861777 TESTIMONY.** By Robbie Robertson. The guitarist and songwriter of The Band weaves a poignant and lyrical memoir, employing his unorthodox storytelling style to chronicle his journey through some of music history’s most pivotal moments. A captivating chronicle of the time when rock became a way of life, when a generation came of age, and when five friends created a new kind of music. 16 pages of photos, color. 500 pages. Crown. Pub. at $30.00

**5061712 SWEET DREAMS ARE MADE OF THIS: A Life in Music.** By Dave Stewart. With a behind-the-scenes look at Stewart’s innovative endeavors that keep him on the cutting edge of the music business, his memoir is a kind of oral history, part of one of its most gifted and enterprising contributors. 32 pages of photos, most color. 323 pages.NAL. Pub. at $28.00

**5887720 THE COMPLETE DAVID BOWIE, SEVENTH EDITION.** By Nicholas Pegg. A foremost source of analysis and information on every facet of Bowie’s work. From his boyhood skillfulness in the 18th Bromley Scouts’ Summer Camp, to the majesty of his final masterpiece Blackstar, every aspect of David Bowie’s extraordinary career is considered. 960 pages. Titan. Paperback Import. Pub. at $26.95

**5889248 SOMEBODY TO LOVE: The Life, Death and Legacy of Freddie Mercury.** By M. Richards & M. Langhorne. Weaves together Mercury’s upbringing, pursuit of musical greatness with Queen, and his endless search for love with the story of a terrible illness that swept the world in the 1990s. New perspectives from Mercury’s closest friends and fellow musicians, this moving tribute casts a very different light on both his death and the origin of AIDS itself. Photos, some in color. 440 pages. Weldon Owen. Pub. at $24.95

**5859640 ETERNAL TROUBADOUR: The Improbable Life of Tiny Tim.** By Justin Martell with A.W. McDonald. Drawing on more than 100 interviews with family, friends, and associates, plus access to Tiny’s diaries, which have never before been made public, this is the incredible true story of one of the most fascinating yet misunderstood figures in the history of popular music. 16 pages of photos, many color. 478 pages. Jawbone. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95


**573858X LEXON LEGEND: An Illustrated Life of John Lennon.** By James Henke. Rare and remarkable silhouetted monograph tells the story of Lennon’s life, from his early writings to his final days. Letters and other memorabilia can be taken out to enjoy. The accompanying 60-minute CD features Lennon talking about his life and art, and singing “Imagine.” Silhouetted 64 pages. Chronicle. 10x7½”Pub. at $40.00

**586836X A NEW DAY: A Memoir.** By Jon Secada. Jon shares the lessons he’s learned to make him the resilient person he is today. His moving message reaffirms that wisdom and strength come from constantly reinventing yourself. Whether you’re 20 or 200 years old, if you’re a music lover, this is for you. 259 pages. ECW Press. Import. Pub. at $29.95

**5859476 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN AND THE FUTURE OF ROCK ‘N’ ROLL.** By Marc J. Miranda. A thrilling and deeply moving portrait of Springsteen’s father in job loss, a father’s quest to reclaim the American dream, a daunting small town romance, or the inchoate longing to get out and start a new life, this examination reveals rock ‘n’ roll’s ultimate potential: to not just be a successful product, not just a vehicle for rebellion but a way to envision a better society. Photos. 540 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**5842212 THEY’RE PLAYING OUR SONG: A Memoir.** By Carole Bayer Sager. For five decades, Sager has been among the most admired and successful songwriters at work, responsible for lyrical contributions to popular songs like Nobody Does It Better, The Boy in the Plastic Bubble, The Geography of You & Me, and the unforgettable story of her landmark debut, “Physical.” With wit and humor, she tells all in a frank and disarmingly honest way. 16 pages of photos, most color. 336 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.00

**5788633 JONI MITCHELL: In Her Own Words.** By Maika Marston. Based on a series of conversations ranging through four decades of friendship, Maika and Joni discuss childhood and artistry, love and loss, and acclaim and criticism, and poverty and affluence. Illus., most in color. 259 pages. ECW Press. Import. Pub. at $29.95

**5780829 FLORENCE! FOSTER! JENNIFER!** The Life of the World’s Worst Opera Singer. By Darryl W. Bullock. In this sparkling biography, Bullock sheds light on the story of how she could fade, transforming the operatic meteoric rise to champion, hijacked by her adoring friends, long-suffering companion, and devoted husband/manager St. Clair Bayfield, who stood by his word and through the end, that story was his. Photos, many color. 192 pages. From her harshest critics. Photos. 198 pages.

**5487170 WHAT HAPPENED, MISS SIMONE? A Biography.** By Alan Light. Offers an intimate look at the life of Nina Simone, the clarion-voiced pianist who evolved from a chart-topping chanteuse and committed civil rights activist. Harnessing the singular voice of the singer herself, this nuanced biography highlights her musical inventiveness, while laying bare the personal demons that plagued her through much of her life. 309 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.00

**5400184 THE BOY AT THE GATE.** By Danny Ellis. A renowned singer-songwriter, Ellis is a survivor, strong and resilient. When confronted by forgotten memories of betrayal and abandonment, and unburdened by his own demons, he contemplates returning to the streets of Dublin. What he discovers with each twist and turn of his odyssey will forever change his life. 16 pages of photos. 359 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

**5884112 PATTI SMITH’S HORSES AND THE RED MONEY BOX: ROLL.** By Marc Paytress. The poet laureate of punk, Patti Smith’s revolutionary sound and indestructible, genre-bending stage persona forever changed the landscape of rock music. This is the unforgettable story of her landmark debut, Horses, exploring its role in her journey to becoming instrumental to the punk music scene. 260 pages. Platkus. Paperback Import. Pub. at $13.95

**578736X JUST GETTING STARTED.** By Tony Bennett with S. Simon. A beautiful compilation of reflections on the people who have significantly enriched Bennett’s life. Recounting his relationships with entertainers, in his family, and loved ones, he reveals how his life has been shaped by the principles each of them imparted to him. Well illus. in color. 270 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99

**5943663 GEORGE HARRISON.** By Alan Clayison. Head by Mike Read. A comprehensive biography of Harrison’s life and musical career, beginning in the early 1960s and the formation of the Beatles, spanning the sixties, and following his later solo career and other interests, including Indian spirituality and environmentalism. 216 pages. Sanctuary Publishing Ltd. Pub. at $19.95

**586212X THE LIFE & MUSIC OF RANDY NEWMAN: Maybe I’m Doing It Wrong.** By David & Caroline Stafford. Born in Los Angeles with uncles in the music business, and a childhood intermittently spent in New Orleans, this prolific singer-songwriter was greatly influenced by his early life. The authors shine a frequently surprising light into the mind and work of one of the all-time greats. 16 pages of photos, some color. 277 pages. Omnibus. Import. Pub. at $28.95

**5856523 SEX, DRUMS, ROCK’N’ROLL! The Hardest Hitting Man in Show Business.** By Kenny Aronoff. Voted by Rolling Stone magazine as one of the greatest rock drummers of all time, Aronoff’s meteoric rise to success, championed by his adoring fans and wife, has eventually led him back to the streets of New York. What he discovers with each twist and turn of his odyssey will forever change his life. 16 pages of photos, some color. 270 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00

**51555X MJ: The Genius of Michael Jackson.** By Steve Knopper. A Rolling Stone contributing editor presents the ultimate critical biography of The King of Pop. A panoramic, vivid, and incisive portrait that explores and celebrates his unique and important influence in music, dance, and popular culture. Photos. 438 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $27.00

**5847508 NOT DEAD YET: The Memoir.** By Phil Collins. Collins pulls no punches about himself, his life, or the ecstasy and heartbreak that’s inspired him over the past 30 years. In much awaited memoir, Collins offers a wry, unvarnished story of the songs and shows, the hits and pans, his marriages and divorces, and the ascents to the tops of the charts and into the tabloid headlines. Photos, many in color. 371 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.99
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5889421</td>
<td>SYD BARRETT &amp; PINK FLOYD: Dark Globe.</td>
<td>Julian Palacios</td>
<td>Delmar</td>
<td>Paperback Import</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6526918</td>
<td>GOD SAVE THE KINKS.</td>
<td>By Rob Jordanov</td>
<td>Capstone</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>587094</td>
<td>FOREVER STARDUST: David Bowie Across the Universe.</td>
<td>By Will Brooker</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5870070</td>
<td>PERFECT DAY: A Intimate Portrait of Life with Lou Reed.</td>
<td>By Bettye Kronstad</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5911338</td>
<td>SPIDER FROM MARS: My Life with Bowie.</td>
<td>By Woody Woodmansey with J. McIver</td>
<td>Jawbone</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4535421</td>
<td>IT'S ONLY ROCK 'N' ROLL: 30 Years Married to a Rolling Stone.</td>
<td>By Jo Wood</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2747593</td>
<td>IT'S ONLY ROCK 'N' ROLL: 30 Years Married to a Rolling Stone.</td>
<td>By Jo Wood</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1857288</td>
<td>MY FIRE: My Life with the Doors.</td>
<td>By Ray Manzarek</td>
<td>City Lights</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7581068</td>
<td>THE SOUNDTRACK OF MY LIFE.</td>
<td>By Clive Davis with A. DeCarlis</td>
<td>Gallery</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3647218</td>
<td>LENNON: The Man, the Myth, the Music—The Definitive Life.</td>
<td>By Tim Riley</td>
<td>Hyperion</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2701944</td>
<td>SEX, DRUGS, ROLL &amp; ROLL: My Life in Rock.</td>
<td>By Stephen Peacey with S. Benjamin</td>
<td>Hyperion</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5811155</td>
<td>ROLL FULL OF MIRRORS: A Biography of John Lennon</td>
<td>By J. McIver</td>
<td>Gallery</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5792649</td>
<td>MR. TUBA.</td>
<td>By Harvey Phillips</td>
<td>Chicago Review</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5810884</td>
<td>COLTRANE</td>
<td>By Bettye Kronstad</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4536185</td>
<td>CHER: All I Really Want to Do.</td>
<td>By D. Easlea &amp; E. Fiegel</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5883433</td>
<td>MY WAY.</td>
<td>By Paul Anka with D. Dalton</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>580521X</td>
<td>SINATRA'S CENTURY: One Hundred Notes on the Man and His World.</td>
<td>By David Lehman</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
longer existed. His accounts of life in the frontier wilderness reflect a lost

story of this remarkable man—and his obsession with capturing one

enigmatic and deadly reptile: the world’s largest viper, the bushmaster. 16

(1876-1942), the first curator of reptiles at the Bronx Zoo, brought

World’s Largest Viper.

5774330 NO SUCH THING AS FAILURE: My Life in Adventure, Exploration, and Survival. By David Hempleman-Adams. The author is the first British polar explorer to achieve the climber’s Grand Slam by reaching the geographic and magnetic north and south poles, as well as climbing the highest peaks on all seven continents. But that is just the beginning of his iceberg—his memoir. 16 pages of color photos. 242 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

448990X NOTHING DAUNTED: The Unexpected Education of Two Society Girls in the West. By Dorothy Wickenden. In the summer of 1916, Dorothy Wickenden and Rachel Raymond Underwood fled home in Auburn, New York, for the wilds of northern Colorado. Bored by their society luncheons, charity work, and the effete young men who courted them, they took two teaching jobs at a remote mountaintop newsprint millhouse. Photos. 286 pages. Simon & Schuster. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

5937809 NO DREAM IS TOO HIGH. By Buzz Aldrin with K. Abraham. Half a century after walking on the Moon, Aldrin speaks from the heart—to those who remember that historic moment and to the younger generations who regard him as an American hero. In vivid personal anecdotes, Buzz shares 13 rules to living in space, in an inspiring autobiographical work. 16 pages of photos, some color. 223 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $22.00 $5.95

1832089 LAST CLIMB: The Legendary Everest Expeditions of George Mallory. By D. Boorstin. Years & Age. Tale of the man who may have reached the summit of Mount Everest almost 30 years before Edmund Hillary, with a riveting account of the discovery of his body in 1999, seven-five years after he vanished. Well illustrated with many color historical/Geographic. 8/10X10. Pub. at $35.00 $5.95

5702089 DANIEL BOONE: The Pioneer of Kentucky. By John S.C. Abbott. This classic reprint of Abbott’s (1805-1877) account of the life and genius of Daniel Boone recounts the epic story of how Boone opened up the Appalachian Mountains and gave Americans the chance to settle the Midwest. 331 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

5845785 THE OREGON TRAIL: A New American Journey. By Rinker Buck. An epic account of traveling the length of the Oregon Trail in a covered wagon with a team of mules, an audacious journey that hasn’t been attempted in a century—which also chronicles the rich history of the trail, the people who made the migration, and its significance to the young country. SHOPWORN. Photos. 459 pages. S&S. $6.95

5701445 BUSHMASTER: Raymond Dittmars and the Hunt for the World’s Largest Viper. By Dan Eatherley. Raymond Dittmars (1876-1942), the first curator of reptiles at the Bronx Zoo, brought cold-blooded animal to public attention as never before. This is the true story of this remarkable man—and his obsession with capturing one enigmatic and deadly reptile: the world’s largest viper, the bushmaster. 16 pages of photos, some color. 303 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95


5083289 DARKNESS DESCENDING. By Ken Jones. On January 3, 2003, Jones was caught in an avalanche in Romania’s Transylvanian Alps. Suffering from multiple broken bones, including a shattered femur and broken ribs, he was forced to engineer his own safety over three agonizing days. But that was just the beginning of his ordeal. Here he shares the breathless but inspiring story of the surgery that saved his life, and of his fight to walk again. Color photos. 202 pages. Quercus. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95


5439333 DESPERATE STEPS: Life, Death, and Choices Made in the Mountains of the Northeast. By Peter W. Kick. Collects 20 true tales of backcountry misadventure and misfortune, including incidents along the famed Appalachian Trail, and reveals the lessons to be learned in each. From close-calls to unsolved mysteries, these stories illustrate the realities faced by outdoorspeople across the Northeast. 270 pages. Appalachian Mt Club. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $12.95

5802366 MASTER OF TOO THIN AIR: Life and Death on the World’s Highest Peaks. By Andrew Lock. A seasoned climber offers his riveting, thrilling account of what it takes to challenge the earth’s highest peaks and survive. A riveting high-altitude drama brimming with danger and excitement, it is the true story of one man’s lifetime quest to achieve his extraordinary dream—even in the most dire of moments. 16 pages of color photos. 332 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $25.99 $9.95

5938053 PATRICK LEIGH FERMOR: An Adventure. By Artemis Cooper. In 1934, at the age of 18, Fermor decided to walk across Europe. In the last 25 years he walked through six countries and taught himself three languages. Commissioned into the Intelligence Corps at the outset of the war, he supported the Cretan resistance and, after the war, was a lieutenant colonel in the British General Heinrich Kreipe. Subsequent explorations of the Mediterranean provided the subjects for his first four books. Photos. 448 pages. John Murray. Import. $9.95

5995237 INCREDIBLE SURVIVAL STORIES: Tales of Death-Defying Treks Across the Globe. Ed. by Jay Cassell. Scale the world’s highest peaks, plunge to the depths of the ocean, walk the dense jungles of the amazon, and cross every terrain in between. Features more than a dozen firsthand accounts from celebrated explorers and adventurers, of some of the most perilous accounts of man versus nature ever to be told. Illus., many in color. 319 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

593608X PRELUDE TO EVEREST: Alexander Kellass, Himalayan Mountaineer. By I.R. Mitchell & G.W. Rodway. The story of the first man to die on an expedition to Mt. Everest in 1921, whose expedition party included the eventual expedition to the summit of Kangchenjunga and of Everest itself. Beginning in Scotland’s Cairngorms and ending in the majestic Himalayas, Kellass’ journey encompasses struggles, dangers, and hardships, which he records and describes. A story of mountaineering from the early 20th century to the present day. Photos, some in color. 285 pages. Luath. Import. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95

5810993 THE ICE MASTER: The Doomed 1914 Voyage of the Karluk. By Jennifer Niven. Draws on personal diaries as well as an interview with the one living survivor to create an epic tale of true adventure. betrayal, and courage. 402 pages. Hyperion. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

5810817 ADA BLACKJACK: A True Story of Survival in the Arctic. By Jennifer Niven. Draws on Ada Blackjack’s never-before-published diary to chronicle a top-secret polar expedition in 1921, of which she was not only the only woman aboard, but the only survivor. SHOPWORN. 439 pages. Hyperion. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

5826012 THE MINT: Lawrence After Arabia. By T.E. Lawrence. In 1922, his dreams of an independent Arabia shattered, T.E. Lawrence enlisted in the RAF under the assumed name of John Hume Roche. Roche’s postwar postings provide a revealing little-known period in the enduring hero’s story, bringing to life the harsh realities of baracks life and the war’s surreal aftermath. 210 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $12.95

5712904 I WAS A TIGER HUNTER: Eyewitness Account. By J.M. Moray Brown. The author, an army officer stationed in India during the nineteenth century, introduces his experiences of shikaar, or game hunting, one of the most pampered jobs for British officials in India during the days of the Raj. Describes sporting incidents from small game and fowl to hunting tigers—the ultimate Indian wild animal. 224 pages. Amberley. Paperback. Pub. at $14.50 $6.95
4542436 AMELIA EARHART: Beyond the Grave. By W.C. Jameson. Explores the life and disappearance of the first woman to fly solo over the Atlantic Ocean in 1932 and the is still a mystery and don’t know about that final flight, ultimately proposing an opening and plausible theory that the official government position regarding her disappearance is “a lie.” Photos. 174 pages. Taylor. Pub. at $24.95

$16.95

7669647 TREASURE HUNTER, SECOND EDITION: A Memoir of Caches, Curses, and Confrontations. By W.C. Jameson. A treasure hunter for more than 50 years, Jameson has contends with death-dealing falls, mine shaft cave-ins, flash floods, shootouts, rattlesnakes, scorpion stings, and more. He has also unearthed enough treasure to make it all worthwhile. He recounts these and many more breathless adventures here. Photos. 258 pages. Taylor. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

$12.95


SOLD OUT

5731674 MUTINY ON BOARD HMS BOUNTY. By William Bligh. In 1789 the crew of HMS Bounty mutinied against their captain, William Bligh. When the mutineers chose to leave England, they went on trial, different versions of events began to emerge. This new edition brings together Bligh’s account of the mutiny, responses from lawyer Edward Christian, and contradictory testimony from Bounty crew members. 187 pages. Adlard Coles. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $14.00

$11.95

5712661 AT SEA WITH PIRATES. By William Dampier. A buccaneer, journalist, naturalist, and explorer, Dampier shocked and delighted the literary world with the scarcely credible tales of his voyages. His most memorable swashbuckling exploit was his nearly two-year odyssey from the Caribbean to the Sandwich Islands. A New Voyage Around the World, are collected here. Illus. 283 pages. Amberley. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.50

$6.95

$5890845 TALES FROM MISERY RIDGE. By Julian Guthrie. By Paul J. Fournier. A man who has lived and breathed Maine’s Great North Woods for decades—as a boy at camp, a sporting camp owner, a bush pilot, and an employee of the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife—re-creates his rollicking wilderness adventures. 195 pages. Islandport. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

$12.95

5841518 CIRCLING THE MIDNIGHT SUN. By James Raffan. Armed with his passion for the north, his interest in diverse cultures, and his unquenchable thirst for adventure, Raffan charts his circumnavigation of the world at 66.6 degrees latitude. He gives us a deeply affecting portrait of societies and landscapes shifting in the throses of enormous change. 16 pages of color photos. 456 pages. HarperCollins. Import. Pub. at $32.99

$8.95

$5765579 A SHORT RIDE IN THE JUNGLE. By Garth James Cameron. Roald Amundsen was the most successful polar explorer of his era using sleds, dogs, skis, and ships. But he was also the first man to reach the South Pole on December 14, 1911 and the North Pole on May 12, 1926 in the airship Norge. Here is a compelling account of Amundsen’s life in flight. Illus. 199 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $22.95

$19.95

$5731366 EYE OF A HUNDRED MIDDENS: The Star-Crossed Love Story of Two WWI Correspondents and Their Epic Escape Across the Pacific. By Bill Lascher. An enthralling saga of love, adventure, and danger, chronicling the unforgettable true story of journalists Melville and Annalene Jacoby. Having just married mere days after the attack on Pearl Harbor, the newlyweds embarked on an island-hopping run for their lives across the Pacific after the fall of Manila during World War Two. Photos. 468 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99

$19.95

5932610 NO BARRIERS: A Blind Man’s Journey to Kayak the Grand Canyon. By E. Welhennmayer & B. Levy. The moving story of Welhennmayer’s journey since descending Mount Everest—the first blind man to scale the mountain—from leading expeditions around the world with blind Tibetan teenagers to helping injured soldiers climb their way home from the war. These pioneers show him surprising ways forward that surpass logic and intuition. Photos. 32 pages of photos. 459 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.95

PRICE CUT to $19.95

4629906 PIRATE HUNTER: The Life of Captain Woodes Rogers. By Graham A. Thomas. The epic swashbuckling career of the famous 18th-century privateer and pirate hunter unfolds in this full-length biography, painting a vivid and adventurous portrait of the right kind of man for the right kind of time. Photos. 264 pages. Pen & Sword. Import. Pub. at $39.95

PRICE CUT to $23.95

3678075 FROM POLE TO POLE: Roald Amundsen’s Journey in Flight. By Garth James Cameron. Roald Amundsen was the most successful polar explorer of his era using sleds, dogs, skis, and ships. But he was also the first man to reach the South Pole on December 14, 1911 and the North Pole on May 12, 1926 in the airship Norge. Here is a compelling account of Amundsen’s life in flight. Illus. 199 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $22.95

$24.95

$5745783 BETWEEN MAN AND BEAST: An Unlikely Explorer, the Evolution Debates, and the African Adventure That Took the Victorian World by Storm. By Monte Reel. The extraordinary story of Paul Du Chaillu, a young man who emerged from the jungles of Africa with evidence of a mysterious, still-mythical beast (the gorilla) only to struggle against the center of the big top would also be the center of the day. Darwin’s theory of evolution. Illus. 331 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.95

PRICE CUT to $3.95


$24.95

$5741564 WELCOME TO THE GODDAMN ICE CHUTE: Chasing Fear and Finding Home in the Great White North. By Blair Braverman. By age 18, Braverman had traded her California home for arctic life. Not only to learn to drive sled dogs, to learn to navigate across the region and in the heart of not only its people but of the many Americans whose lives were touched forever by it. Photos. 367 pages. Lost Classic Books. Pub. at $69.95

$6.95

$4569511 PIRATA’S GOLD: Schiellmann and the Lost Treasures of Troy. By Caroline Moorhead. Describes the remarkable adventure of a grocer’s apprentice turned self-made archaeologist whose discovery of the ruins of the fabled city of Troy and the magnificent king Priam annointed him the “father of pre-history.” Traces Schiellmann’s footsteps to Troy and the discovery of the “Lost City of Troy.” Illus. 307 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00

$13.95

CD 2755068 AN ASTRONAUT’S GUIDE TO LIFE ON EARTH: What to Do When Space Taught Me About Ingenuity, Determination, and Being Prepared for Anything. By Chris Hadfield. Read by the first Canadian Mission Commander inside his space station and space exploration to show how to make the impossible possible. Col. Hadfield’s vivid and refreshing insights will teach you how to think like an astronaut and will change the way you view life on earth—especially your own. Nine hours on 8 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00

$7.95

$5793160 AMERICA, THE GREAT OUTDOORS. By James Rafan.

$17.95

$5814049 HOW TO MAKE A SPACESHIP: A Band of Renegades, an Epic Race, and the Birth of Private Spaceflight. By Julian Guthrie. It was a historic $10 million race that reawakened the promise of manned spaceflight. Test pilot Mike Melvill, aboard the bullet-shaped SpaceShipOne, soared into the air, attempting to reach a distance no other man had achieved, then he was to open the upper atmosphere. But he succeeded, it would be the foundation of a new industry and a new age. That story unfolds here. 16 pages of photos. 432 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $28.00

$21.00

$5709000 JOHN BURNETT, FRONTIERSMAN. By Robert Beebe. David M. Smith. by C. F. Smith on the “Bloody Boise” Trail

$17.95

$4543806 STANFORD: The Man Behind the Legend of Yogi Bargarin. By J. Doran & P. Bizony. On April 12, 1961, Yogi Bargarin became the first person to venture into space, gaining worldwide fame in a quick 108-minute journey. Relayed here is his personal journey from peasant to international icon, his disintegration under he

$15.95

$5.95
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**5945941 OUT OF ORANGE: A Memoir.** By Cleary Walters. Orange Is the New Black introduced the world to Alex Vause. Now meet the real woman behind the glasses. Speaking out for the first time to share her story, Walters tells a brutally honest, emotional tale of the bold decisions and epic mistakes she made and the struggle to keep it from defining the story. Wolters tells a brutally honest, emotional tale of the woman behind the glasses. Speaking out for the first time to share her thoughts about the issues that she has faced as an Internet personality in regards to her weight. 16 pages of photos. 298 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

**5630858 LOUISA: The Extraordinary Life of Mrs. Adams.** By Louisa Thomas. An intimate portrait of a remarkable woman, a look at a complicated marriage to one of the nation’s earliest presidents, and a snapshot of a pivotal historical moment, this biography gives the full extraordinary life of Louisa Catherine Adams its due. 560 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

**5899999 FAT GIRL WALKING.** By Brittany Gibson. A collection of stories from Gibbons life, her thoughts about the issues that she has faced as a woman, wife, mom, daughter, daughter-in-law, and Internet personality in regards to her weight. She also asks some tough questions like “what if my husband weighs less than I do and is my body hate ruining my daughter’s life?” Start having those conversations, and maybe save all of womankind. Photos. 232 pages. Dey Street. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**5890780 SAPPHO.** By Page duBois. Historical study has placed Sappho in a number of ideological frames. Yet, as this authoritative study shows, the historical poet herself remains elusive. Her true value is to be gleaned from her remarkable verse, as well as her influence on generations of poets. 185 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperback Import. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

**6413295 THE CIVIL WARS OF JULIA WARD HOWE.** By Elaine Showalter. Her authorship of “Battle Hymn of the Republic” made her famous during the Civil War, but it was her role as a ferocious personal war for women’s equality, intellectual freedom, pacifism and suffrage that made her a profoundly critical figure in social reform. In this multi-faceted biography, Showalter restores Howe’s complex legacy. Photos. 660 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

**5776120 RADHIKA’S STORY: Human Trafficking in the 21st Century.** By Sharon Hendry. Presents the chilling firsthand account of Radhika, a young woman forced into human sex trafficking in India at the young age of 16. It is also the story of a mother’s indelible love for her son, and her determination to reunite with him in the face of dangerous and overwhelming odds. 16 pages of photos. 342 pages. I.M.M Lifestyle Book. Paperback Import. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95


**92942 SECURITY MOM: An Unclassified Guide to Protecting Our Homeland and Our Home.** By Juliette Kayyem. Weaving her personal story of marriage and motherhood into a fast-paced account of managing the nation’s most compelling disasters as assistant secretary at the Department of Homeland Security, Julien recounts the mile-stones that mark the path of her daring, funny, and ultimately reliable life. 260 pages. S.S & M. Pub. at $25.99 $8.95

**4643488 SOPHIA: Princess, Suffragette, Revolutionary.** By Nancy Rubin Stroper. The astonishing story of Sophia Duleep Singh, born into Indian royalty, exiled to England and raised as a gentlel European princess and returned to her homeland as a fearless revolutionary ready to fight for equality, justice, and Indian independence. 16 pages of photos. 416 pages. Hyperion. Paperback. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**7612303 DEFYANT BRIDES.** By Nancy Rubin Stuart. In the first dual biography of both Peggy Shippen Arnold and Lucy Flucker Knox, wives to Benedict Arnold and Henry Knox respectively, Stuart presents a rich portrait of two remarkable women who defied expectations and struggled publicly and privately, in a volatile political moment in early America. 248 pages. Beacon. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

**5781965 LEAVES BEFORE THE RAINS COME.** By Alexandra Fuller. A child of the Rhodesian wars and daughter of two deeply complicated parents, Fuller is no stranger to pain. The disintegration of her marriage leaves her shattered and she finally confronts the tough questions about her past, about the American man she married, and the family she left behind in Africa. Fuller’s memoir is filled with intelligence, humor, and courage. Book Club Edition. 258 pages. Penguin. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**4580222 LEAVING BEFORE THE RAINS COME.** By Alexandra Fuller. A child of the Rhodesian wars and daughter of two deeply complicated parents, Fuller is no stranger to pain. The disintegration of her marriage leaves her shattered and she finally confronts the tough questions about her past, about the American man she married, and the family she left behind in Africa. Fuller’s memoir is filled with intelligence, humor, and courage. Book Club Edition. 258 pages. Penguin. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**5783926 MY OWN WORDS.** By Ruth Bader Ginsburg et al. The first book from Ginsburg since becoming a Supreme Court Justice in 1993—a witty, engaging, serious, and playful collection of writings and speeches from the woman who has had a powerful and enduring influence on law, women’s rights, and popular culture. S.S & M. Pub. at $30.00 **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**5817110 DOREN VILENTE WITCH.** By Philip Heselton. Tells the fascinating story of Valiente, who made an unparalleled contribution to contemporary spiritual practice, and emerged as one of the foremost thinkers in the religious and witchcraft movement. S&S. Pub. at $14.95 $10.99

**5859994 ELEANOR ROOSEVELT, VOLUME 3: The War Years and After 1939-1962.** By Blanche Wiesen Cook. The third and final volume in this comprehensive biography series takes the reader through WW II, Franklin Roosevelt’s death, the founding of the United Nations, and Eleanor Roosevelt’s death in 1962. It follows the arc of war and the evolution of a marriage, as the first lady was forced to face the reality of maintaining her principles while the country and her husband increasingly drew away from her. 16 pages of photos. 670 pages. Viking. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

**5784611 LOOSE GIRL: A Memoir of Promiscuity.** By Kerry Cohen. This captivating memoir is about the author’s descent into promiscuity and how she gradually found her way toward real intimacy. Reveals the story of addiction, one small step at a time, but also to male attention. 224 pages. Hyperion. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $3.95
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3657906 GERTRUDE & ALICE. By Diana Souhami. Gertrude Stein and Alice Babbit Toklas met on September 8th, 1907. From that day on they were together until Gertrude’s death in 1946. Everyone who was anyone went to their studio at 27 rue de Flaubert. Here is the story of this remarkable couple. Photos. 300 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperback. Pub at $21.00 $5.95

3650316 CUT ME LOOSE: Sin and Salvation After My Ultra-Orthodox Girlhood. By Leah Vincent. Born into a fundamentalist sect of ultra-Orthodox Judaism, the author wished to worship two things: God and the men who ruled her world. But when she was caught exchanging letters with a male friend at age 16, her parents cast her out in New York City, where she fell down a Moravian church and was reconstructed. Now she shares the struggle of finding herself in this powerful memoir. 228 pages. Doubleday. Pub at $24.95 SOLD OUT

5773040 THE POET’S DAUGHTERS. By Katie Waldgrave. Drawing on a host of new sources, Waldgrave tells the never before told story of how two young women, Dora Wordsworth and Sara Coleridge, born into greatness, shaped their own legacies. Illus., some color. 416 pages. Windmill. Paperback. $5.95

4576470 FAST INTO THE NIGHT: A Woman, Her Dogs, and Their Journey North on the Iditarod Trail. By Debbie Clarke Modern. Not your average dog book, Modern found herself living in his shadow yards from the finish line when her dogs decided they didn’t want to run anymore. Not completing the race was nothing compared to the disappointment in having lost touch with her dogs. An exquisite, intimate memoir of a woman, her dogs, and what can happen when someone puts herself in that place between daring and doubt, and soldiers on. Photos. 262 pages. HMH. Pub at $25.00 $16.95

5806755 ANCHOR & FLARES: A Memoir of Motherhood, Hope & Sorrow. By Kate Braestrup. Brave, unflinching, and very funny, Braestrup reminds us that the threats we cannot predict have the power to knit us together as much as to rip us apart and that, as parents, we are as often called upon to bear loving witness as to be a guiding light. 327 pages. Little, Brown. Pub at $26.00 PRICE CUT to $3.95

358092X STALIN’S DAUGHTER: The Extraordinary and Tumultuous Life of Svetlana Alliluyeva. By Martin Sixsmith. Presents a revelatory biography of Svetlana Alliluyeva, a woman fated to live in the shadows of her father, the notorious Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin. Photos. 741 pages. Harper. Pub at $30.00 PRICE CUT to $17.95


5704162 THE STORY: A Reporter’s Journey. By Judith Miller. 381 pages. S&S. Pub at $27.00 $4.95


Gay & Lesbian


5739203 I CAN GIVE YOU ANYTHING BUT LOVE. By Gay Indiana. Indiana is a true radical whose caustic voice has by turns haunted and influenced the literary and artistic establishments. Here he has composed a literal and unadulterated visage of his life’s work—a montage of excursions into his life and work—from growing up gay in rural New Hampshire to his existence in New York in the 80’s as a downtown personality. 240 pages. Houghton. Pub at $25.95 $9.95
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**594113 THE REAPPPEARING ACT.** By Kate Fagan. In this coming-of-age memoir about one woman’s experience as an athlete struggling with her sexual identity, Fagan brings the reader along for the ride as she slowly accepted herself and embraced her true self. 186 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95  

**4612035 50 BLAZING MINDS OF THE LAST 100 YEARS.** By Rodney Ledston. Since 1914, all fifty individuals featured here have brought about change through their great achievements. They represent a wide range of disciplines from literature, architecture and art to astrophysics, mathematics and computers. Well illus., some in color. 192 pages. Chawell. $7.95/10.95. 

**5845947 A COWBOY OF THE PECOS.** By Patrick Dearen. In the late 1880s the Pecos River region of Texas and southern New Mexico was known as “the most lawless country in the world,” with those who worked in and around the river were known as “the most expert cowboys in the world.” The meticulously researched and entertaining stories included here offer a glimpse into a forgotten yet mythologized era. Photos. 380 pages. Seal. Pub. at $24.00  

**5697565 OUTLAW TALES OF THE OLD WEST.** Ed. by Erin H. Turner. Including such notable outlaws as Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, Billy the Kid and Pretty Boy Floyd, this volume chronicles an assortment of well-known—and not so well-known—despicable desperados. 402 pages. TwoDot. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  

**4557972 ENTERTAINING WOMEN: Actresses, Dancers, and Singers in the Old West.** By Erin H. Turner. Many of the music and dance entertainers of the mid and late 1800s performed in bordelloes, drawn by the same desire for riches that attracted misfits. Though sometimes literally shunned, the entertainers’ lives were often as scandalous as their tragedy. These stories reveal the entertaining side and also the hardships of the American West. Photos. 215 pages. TwoDot. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  

**5721032 THE NEWS SORORITY.** By Sheila Weller. Revealing the tremendous combination of ambition, empathy, and skill that empowered Diane Sawyer, Katie Couric, and Christiane Amanpour to reach the top of the news business, this volume is a detailed story of three very particular lives and a testament to the extraordinary character of women everywhere. 16 pages of photos. 481 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $29.95  

**5945629 THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK OF THE NEW ENGLANDERS.** Ed. by William McDonald. Chock-full of the lives of history-makers through their obituaries since the newspaper first began publishing them 165 years ago. Selected are 320 of the most important and influential obits from the newspaper’s archives including Amos Tuck, Theodore Roosevelt, Joseph Stalin, Marilyn Monroe and more. Photos. 646 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 7¼x12. Pub. at $45.00  

**5675846 BIOGRAPHIES IN AMERICAN CERAMIC ART, 1870-1970.** By Christopher Martin. This comprehensive directory contains over 2,000 biographical entries for individuals involved in American ceramic art from 1870 to 1970. It includes art/studio potters, pottery owners and managers, decorators, designers, sculptors, china painters, Native American artisans, and more. 240 pages. Smithsonian Institution. $37.00/21.95.  

**5891965 BIZARRISM, VOL. 1, REVISED EDITION.** By Chris Mikul. Strange but true tales celebrate eccentrics, visionaries, crackpots, cult leaders, artists, theorists, and outsiders of every stripe. Revised and expanded, this edition revisits unique individuals from Rosaleen Norton (Australia’s most notorious witch) to Harry Crosby (poet, sun worshipper and the best-looking corpse of 1929). Well illus. 208 pages. Headpress. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95  

**4584104 AFRICAN LEADERS OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY: Biko, Selassie, Lumumba, Sankaara.** By Linda Wilson et al. Presents in one volume the lively stories of four iconic leaders from a century in African history. Contemporary history paints a picture of the past, women and men, some famous and some little-known, who stood out for her. Some have changed the course of history and even the future of our countries. Includes: Bismarck, FDR, Hitler, Stalin, Thatcher, Fanny Parkes and Elizabeth Simcoe. 389 pages. House of Anansi. Import. Pub. at $24.95  

**5734258 FEAR AND THE MUSE KEPT WATCH.** By Andy McSmith. A bold exploration of the triumph of art during terrible times and under an oppressive regime. Photos. “For the first time, more than a dozen of the most brilliant artists and writers of the twentieth century and takes the reader deep into Stalin’s Russia, revealing how they pursued their art at great personal risk, 309 pages. New Press. Pub. at $24.95  

**5712254 HISTORY’S PEOPLE: Personalities and the Past.** By Margaret MacMillan. Acclaimed historian Margaret MacMillan gives her own personal selection of figures of the past, women and men, some famous and some little-known, who stand out for her. Some have changed the course of history and even the future of our countries. Includes: Bismarck, FDR, Hitler, Stalin, Thatcher, Fanny Parkes and Elizabeth Simcoe. 389 pages. House of Anansi. Import. Pub. at $24.95  

**5861493 HISTORY’S PEOPLE: Personalities and the Past.** By Margaret MacMillan. Acclaimed historian Margaret MacMillan gives her own personal selection of figures of the past, women and men, some famous and some little-known, who stand out for her. Some have changed the course of history and even the future of our countries. Includes: Bismarck, FDR, Hitler, Stalin, Thatcher, Fanny Parkes and Elizabeth Simcoe. 389 pages. House of Anansi. Import. Pub. at $19.95  

**570569X FIRST DADS: Parenting and Politics from George Washington to Barack Obama.** By Joshua Kendall. Whether nurturing, pushy, or protective, presidents are parents who pursued their art at great personal risk. 352 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00  

**5705689 RASCALS IN PARADISE.** By William E. Jones. A complex portrait of T. Jefferson Parker, a virtual death sentence into a chronic manageable illness. 212 pages. Soho. Pub. at $25.00  

**5705694 SISTERS OF FORTUNE: America’s Most Influential Sisters of the Nineteenth Century.** By Jehanne M. Brown. The history of women’s rights was pursued by a diverse cast of characters, including family members. The first biography devoted to a key figure of the American arts and letters only. Illus. 220 pages. We}
humble and exhausted craftsman. 16 pages of photos. 1014 pages. who, as a young man, pretended to be a sort of god, but who died as a
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5781094 IN THE SHADOW OF VELAZQUEZ: A Life. By Jonathan Brown. Bourgeon, 2013. This book charts the major events in his personal life and his decision to study Hispanic art of the Golden Age. His adventures offer a model for understanding how art history is constructed by unrecognized life experiences. Well illus., some in color. 138 pages. Yale. Pub. at $45.00 $15.95

592074 BEING A BEAST. By Charles Foster. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. As an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earwigs. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunts
574675 TRUMP: A Graphic Biography. By Ted rall. Donald Trump inherited a fortune, but he wanted more. Never missing an opportunity to expand his business and name, he became a national brand. He built an empire, but that wasn’t enough. He wanted to be President, and he was willing to do and say whatever it took. He built the image of the malevolent excess, the hostile takeover of the Republican party. Everyone was shocked—except those who knew him. 192 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95


576474 JESSE LIVERMORE, BOY PLUNGER: The Man Who Sold America Short in 1929. By Tom Rubythom. In the summer of 1929, most people believed that the stock market would continue to rise forever. A man disagreed and started a process that would see him sell $450 million worth of shares short. Two weeks later, the market began fluctuating for no apparent reason. From the 24th to the 29th of October, Wall Street fell. Jesse Livermore made nearly $100 million and overnight became one of the richest men in the world. Photos. 382 pages. Myrtle. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

582271 PRINCE OF DARKNESS: The Untold Story of Jeremiah G. Hamilton, Wall Street’s First Black Millionaire. By Shane White. Reveals the larger-than-life story of Jeremiah G. Hamilton, a black man who defied every convention of his time. A wheeler and dealer in the ill-y-white business world of Wall Street, he married a white woman, speculated in the shares of railroad companies that did not allow him to purchase their bonds, and generally set the white man’s teeth on edge when he wasn’t just plain outsmarting them. 360 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $8.95

584935 PRINCE OF DARKNESS: The Untold Story of Jeremiah G. Hamilton, Wall Street’s First Black Millionaire. By Shane White. Reveals the larger-than-life story of Jeremiah G. Hamilton, a black man who defied every convention of his time. A wheeler and dealer in the ill-y-white business world of Wall Street, he married a white woman, speculated in the shares of railroad companies that did not allow him to purchase their bonds, and generally set the white man’s teeth on edge when he wasn’t just plain outsmarting them. 360 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $8.95

579706 TRUMP REVEALED: An American Journey of Ambition, Ego, Money, and Power. By M. Kranish & M. Fisher. A deep researched biography of Donald Trump that reveals a complex portrait of the man that could be a cautionary tale—or could be the next president of the United States. Color photos. 431 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

5924599 FOR THE LOVE OF MONEY: A Memoir. By Sam Polk. When Polk was offered an annual bonus of $3.6 million and grew angry because it was not enough, he knew he had lost himself in his obsessive pursuit of money. Making money was an attempt to fill the void left by his narcissistic unavailable father. Raw and vivid, it expands Polk’s extraordinary life in a way that challenges his disillusionment, and the radical new way he has come to define success. 272 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $25.00 $5.95

586673 WHEN THE NEW DEAL CAME TO TOWN. By George melillo. In this personal and social history of the New Deal, the Wall Street Journal editor shares a homespun vignette of 1933 small-town Indiana as seen by a 9-year-old boy. He was a self-made millionaire with little education. He immersed himself in whatever venture he chose and usually came out on top. Carrozzas in-depth biography looks at the extraordinary life of a man who networked and convinced 30 critical years of American politics and international relations during WWII and the Cold War. Photos. 407 pages. Potomac Books. Pub. at $34.95 $4.95


572653 APPETITE FOR AMERICA. By Stephen Fried. With verve and passion, Fried tells the story of Fred Harvey, a visionary immigrant who became a founding father of Americas food service industry. A historical biography as richly rewarding as a slice of apple pie, it reveals a remarkable family man whose family business and can-do spirit shaped the culture and economy of the United States. 515 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $6.95

572663 THE HONORABLE PETER WHITE. By Ralph D. Williams. Originally printed in 1905, this is a biography and a sketch of the Lake Superior Iron company. 205 pages. Freshwater. PRICE CUT to $5.95

3652920 THE FAST TIMES OF ALBERT CHAMPION: From Record-Setting Racer to Dashing Tycoon, an Untold Story of Speed, Success, and Betrayal. By Peter Joffe Nye. Drawing on Champion’s personal scrapbook as well as those of his family members, this is the first major biography of this daring cyclist, car racer, and early auto-industry innovator whose passion for speed helped define the culture of the 20th century. Illus. 460 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95
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**5861039** A LIFE WELL PLAYED: My Stories. By Arnold Palmer. Now, with new stories as well as details and insights to some legendary ones, the most important golfer of all time shares his thoughts, advice, and memories in the areas of golf, business, and life. 258 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $22.99


**7659407** DOUBLE-EDGED SWORD: The Many Lives of Hemingway’s Friend, the American Matador Sidney Franklin. By Bart Paul. 16 pages of photos. 291 pages. UNEP. Pub. at $29.95


**3578639** MAJESTIC: The Life of Jackie Robinson. By David Nasaw. A celebrated historian tells the full story of Joseph P. Kennedy, the founder of the 20th Century, and the Heir to Chatsworth. 342 pages. NAL. Pub. at $26.95

**545564X** DOUBLE-EDGED SWORD: The Many Lives of Hemingway’s Friend, the American Matador Sidney Franklin. By Bart Paul. 16 pages of photos. 291 pages. UNEP. Pub. at $29.95


**5800633** KICK: The True Story of JFK’s Sister and the Heir to Chatsworth. By Paula Byrne. A family history of surpassing beauty and power, Buruma’s account of his grandparents’ enduring love through the terror and separation of two world wars brings readers inside a world of privilege and decadent luxury. 342 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99

**5919770** THEIR PROMISED LAND: My Grandparents in Love and War. By lan Buruma. A family history of surpassing beauty and power, Buruma’s account of his grandparents’ enduring love through the terror and separation of two world wars brings readers inside a world of privilege and decadent luxury. 342 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99

**5643407** BILLY MARTIN: Baseball’s Flawed Genius. By Jill Pennington. The combative, leery, and famously mercurial manager is remembered in this definitive biography of a true baseball genius who never backed down for the game he loved. Intimate, revelatory, and endlessly colorful, it is an indelible portrait of a larger than life sports figure who became a national celebrity in the game’s golden age. His life is a tale of remarkable resilience, of a career that spanned the worlds of baseball, entertainment, and politics. 213 pages. Harper. Pub. at $16.95

**5767369** BULLET BILL DUDLEY: The Greatest 60-Minute Man in Football. By Steve Sisolak. On Thanksgiving Day in 1941, Bill Dudley was cut from the football field. Thirty years later, he dominated the last game. Every spectator, 24,000 of them at the University of N. Carolina’s Kenan Stadium, rose in salute. Behind him lay childhood, struggle, and sudden stardom. Ahead were triumph, heartache, and a fairy tale love story. His story unfolds here. Photos. 250 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $24.95

**3561108** JACQUELINE ONASSIS: The Untold Story. By Barbara Leaming. With extraordinary skill and great sensitivity, Leaming’s biography is the first to document Jackie’s brief, brilliant, and tragic life, and the first to explore the impact of her traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Here is the woman as she has never been seen before in heartrending detail. Photos. 358 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99


**5620540** BULLET BILL DUDLEY: The Greatest 60-Minute Man in Football. By Steve Sisolak. On Thanksgiving Day in 1941, Bill Dudley was cut from the football field. Thirty years later, he dominated the last game. Every spectator, 24,000 of them at the University of N. Carolina’s Kenan Stadium, rose in salute. Behind him lay childhood, struggle, and sudden stardom. Ahead were triumph, heartache, and a fairy tale love story. His story unfolds here. Photos. 250 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $24.95


**7659407** DOUBLE-EDGED SWORD: The Many Lives of Hemingway’s Friend, the American Matador Sidney Franklin. By Bart Paul. 16 pages of photos. 291 pages. UNEP. Pub. at $29.95


**5850633** KICK: The True Story of JFK’s Sister and the Heir to Chatsworth. By Paula Byrne. Lively, charismatic, extremely clever, and blessed with graceful athleticism and a sunny disposition, the alternating brilliance and excesses of her life were overshadowed by her own. 282 pages. Collins. Paperbound Import.


**5919770** THEIR PROMISED LAND: My Grandparents in Love and War. By lan Buruma. A family history of surpassing beauty and power, Buruma’s account of his grandparents’ enduring love through the terror and separation of two world wars brings readers inside a world of privilege and decadent luxury. 342 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99

**2708124** BOBBY AND JACKIE: A Love Story. By C. David Heymann. Draws on more than two decades of personal interviews, as well as previously unavailable reports and briefs from the Secret Service and the FBI, to create a complete picture of the complex romantic relationship between Jackie Kennedy and Bobby Kennedy. Photos. 230 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00


**5800633** KICK: The True Story of JFK’s Sister and the Heir to Chatsworth. By Paula Byrne. Lively, charismatic, extremely clever, and blessed with graceful athleticism and a sunny disposition, the alternating brilliance and excesses of her life were overshadowed by her own. 282 pages. Collins. Paperbound Import.
Spiritual Figures & Leaders

5836298 THE HOLY BUREAUCRAT. By Adam J. Davis. Davis offers a fresh perspective on the complex relationship between thirteenth-century institutional power and evangelical devotion, and he explores the fascinating career of Edwards Ripard, the Franciscan theologian at the University of Paris, and archbishop of Rouen. 268 pages. Cornell. Pub. at $52.50 $9.95

4588607 MEISTER ECKHART: A Mystic-Warrior for Our Times. By Matthew Fox. Though he lived in the 13th century, Eckhart's deeply personal, compassionate, and practical worldview resonates today. He taught about ecology, artistic creativity, and advocated for social, economic, and gender justice. Here, the author creates metaphorical meetings between Eckhart and Teilhard de Chardin, von Balthasar, Richard, and other radical thinkers. 312 pages. New World Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

574265X DEATH ROW CHAPLAIN. By Earl Smith with M. Schlabach. The youngest chaplain ever hired by the California Department of Corrections, the Reverend Earl Smith became the chaplain of Death Row at San Quentin State Prison for twenty-three years. The reverend's stories, as told to the author, chronicle his efforts to reach a soul—even behind bars. Photos. 242 pages. Howard. Pub. at San Quentin State Prison for twenty-three years. The reverend's stories, as told to the author, chronicle his efforts to reach a soul—even behind bars. Photos. 242 pages. Howard. Pub. at $16.00

4643321 THE RELUCTANT PSYCHIC. By Suzan Saraman with P. Finn. Being a psychic and seeing things that others couldn't have brought joy, terror, loneliness, and frustration. This is the story of her journey and tries to make sense of her mother's own personal buried secrets that were never acknowledged. 344 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95


5734541 A LUCKY LIFE INTERRUPTED: A Memoir of Hope. By Tom Brokaw. Tom Brokaw offers a powerful memoir of a year of dramatic change—a year spent battling cancer and reflecting on a long, happy, and lucky life. The author, already into middle age, discovered that his demanding, magnetic grandfather was a Nazi SS officer. Part personal quest, part family memoir, part WWII history, the author explores in this volume the truth behind this dark family secret. 358 pages. Pantheon. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95


5750933 LIGHTS & SHADOWS. The Education of a Parapsychologist. By Kevin Grainge. Few jobs can match the stress, trauma, and drama that his demanding, magnetic grandfather was a Nazi SS officer. Part personal quest, part family memoir, part WWII history, the author explores in this volume the truth behind this dark family secret. 358 pages. Pantheon. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

Memories

4635345 GIFTED HANDS: The Ben Carson Story. With Cecil Murphy, Dr. Ben Carson is the driving force behind the remarkable breakthroughs in neurosurgery. Filled with fascinating case histories, this account of his inspiring odyssey from his upbringing in inner-city Detroit to his position as director of pediatric neurosurgery at Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions at age 33 makes him a role model for anyone attempting the seemingly impossible. Photos. 240 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00 $4.95

5751291 IN THE SHADOW OF ISLAM. By Isabelle Eberhardt. 120 pages. Peter Owen. 573 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95


4635349 GIFTED HANDS: The Ben Carson Story. With Cecil Murphy, Dr. Ben Carson is the driving force behind the remarkable breakthroughs in neurosurgery. Filled with fascinating case histories, this account of his inspiring odyssey from his upbringing in inner-city Detroit to his position as director of pediatric neurosurgery at Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions at age 33 makes him a role model for anyone attempting the seemingly impossible. Photos. 240 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00 $4.95


5760933 LIGHTS & SHADOWS. The Education of a Parapsychologist. By Kevin Grainge. Few jobs can match the stress, trauma, and drama that his demanding, magnetic grandfather was a Nazi SS officer. Part personal quest, part family memoir, part WWII history, the author explores in this volume the truth behind this dark family secret. 358 pages. Pantheon. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95
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5866862 HER: A Memoir. By Christa Parravani. Studies of twins have shown that when an identical twin dies, the surviving twin’s life is immediately at risk. How could it be possible to feel impossible, and then become so. This was the case for the author when her twin Cara died. Parravani’s account of being left one half of a twin is horrifying and unforgettable. 308 pages. Hought. Pub. at $24.00 $6.95

588442X ALL THINGS STRANGE AND WONDERFUL: My Adventures as a Vet in Africa. By Dr Reb. After joining the Peace Corps as a young vet, Dr. Reb was sent to Malawi, Africa, for a three-year stint. He thought he would be able to help the local people with their animals and maybe stumble on an adventure or two. What he didn’t expect was that the simple act of saving two puppies and teaching a local bar girl to play chess would transform their lives beyond the proverbial lifetime. 258 pages. Finch. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

5866335 MY JOURNEY WITH MAYA. By Tavis Smiley with D. Ritz. Smiley shares his personal memories of Maya Angelou, of a decades-long friendship with one of history’s most fascinating women, one who left as indelible an imprint on American culture as she did on him. 214 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $24.00 $4.95

5868106 INDEPENDENT ED: Inside a Career of Big Dreams, Little Movies, and the Twelve Best Days of My Life. By Edward Burns with T. Gold. An entertaining, inspirational memoir by the celebrated cast of characters who made filmmaker Edward Burns and his actor whose first film The Brothers McMullen, has become an indie classic. From becoming the first filmmaker to premiere a movie on iTunes to writing, directing, and acting in TNT’s Public Morals, Burns’ first-person story is filled with pitch-perfect dialogue and unforgettable characters, this memoir marks Carpenter’s transformative passage from daughter to mother. Photos. 212 pages. The Reader. Pub. at $26.95 $4.95

5853818 GONE FERAL: Tracking My Dad Through the Wild. By Novella Carpenter. When Novella Carpenter’s largely absentee father goes missing, he’s ultimately found, but spurs her realization that she must try to repair their relationship. A moving and compelling story of a daughter alive with pitch-perfect dialogue and unforgettable characters, this memoir marks Carpenter’s transformative passage from daughter to mother. Photos. 212 pages. The Reader. Pub. at $26.95 $4.95

5884876 WHIPPING BOY. By Allen Kurzweil. Much more than a tale of karismic retribution for the bullying he suffered, Kurzweil gives a poignant meditation on loss, memory, and mourning. A moving, poetic, deeply affecting memoir, Whipping Boy is an account of a boy’s struggle with rancor, tempered by wit, and resolved unexpectedly in a breathtaking act of personal courage. Photos. 292 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

5856159 ANOTHER LITTLE PIECE OF MY HEART: Episodes in My Life of Rock and Revolution in the ’60s. By Richard Goldstein. An unforgettable portrait of an ambitious and openhearted young man in the right place at the right time, able to feel the full register of the sixties. Filled with the memories of unparalleled experience, this is a deeply moving, insightful document of rock and revolution in America. 223 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $26.00 $7.95

5708046 MY MYSTERIOUS SON: A Life-Changing Passage Between Schizophrenia and Shamanism. By Dick Russell. Desperately seeking an alternative to the medications prescribed for his alienated adult son’s schizophrenia, Russell introduces him to a West African shaman in Jamaica. Theirs becomes an ancestral quest, the journey finally taking them to the sacred lands of New Mexico and an indigenous healer. 390 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

5761174 THE DUCHESS OF BLOOMSBURY STREET. By Helene Hanff. A New Yorker who isn’t afraid to speak her mind, Hanff sets about introducing hundreds of readers to the world of books, and finding a funny yet fabulous portrait of idiosyncratic Britain. A witty account of two different worlds colliding, but also a love letter to England and its literary heritage—and a celebration of the written word’s power to sustain, transport, and inspire us. Photos. 178 pages. Harperperennial Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

1884093 THE BERKELEY WITCH. By Cheryl Strayed. In the wake of crippling loss, the author decided to hike the Pacific Crest Trail from the Mojave Desert through California and Oregon to Washington. This powerful, blazingly honest memoir maps one woman’s story of a 1,100-mile solo journey, a story of being maddened, strengthened, and ultimately healed a broken woman. 315 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

5802415 THE PIGEON TUNNEL: Stories from My Life. By John le Carre. From his years in British Intelligence during the Cold War to a career as an author, le Carre has always written from the heart of modern times. In this highly anticipated memoir, he is as funny as he is incisive, expressing the same moral ambiguity with which he imbues his novels. 300 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

5930944 GENE EVERLASTING: A Contrary Farmer’s Thoughts on Living Forever. By Gene Logsdon. Logsdon recounts the joys and tragedies from his childhood in Ohio, adulthood, and child-rearing, as well as his recent bout with cancer. With each story, he keeps an eye toward the lessons that farming and his understanding connection to the land have taught him about life and its mysteries. 177 pages. Chelsea Green. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

5838526 ACROSS THE POND: An American Gentleman in Victorian London. By R.D. Blumenfeld. A British freelance journalist at the life of the people of London through the eyes of an American at the turn of the century. Blumenfeld’s diary, which covers the time from Queen Victoria’s Golden Jubilee to the start of WWI, is a treasure trove of amusing anecdotes, interesting insights, and firsthand accounts of an era when everything was changing. 192 pages. Amherst. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

5945674 I WAS A CHILD. By Bruce Eric Kaplan. Kaplan’s memoir is full of both wonder and anxiety, and is altogether side-splitting and heartbreaking. Above all it captures what it was like for him, perhaps some of you, to be small. Well illus. 193 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $25.95 $4.95

5986673 A FORT OF NINE TOWERS: An Afghan Family Story. By Qais Akbar Omar. In this stunning coming-of-age memoir, Omar recounts terrifyingly narrow escapes and absurdly adventurous as well as moments of profound heartbreak, set against the backdrop of war-torn Afghanistan. 396 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95


585346X THE AUTUMN BALLOON: A Memoir. By Kenny Porpora. Porpora’s memoir is the story of a deeply dysfunctional but intensely loving family, and follows him from the chaos of his youth to his academic triumphs. At times darkly comic, at times elegiac, this is a beautifully written memoir that taps the replaceable bonds of family. 295 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

5523249 CALL THE MIDWIFE: Farewell to the East End. By Jennifer Worth. In this final volume in the memoirs of Jennifer Worth, a midwife in postwar London tells stories of unimaginable hardship alongside the joys of birth, from orphaned brother and sister Peggy and Frank who live and work in a Dickensian style Vauxhall house to Mr. Collett, the Boer War veteran who dies there. 293 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

5523257 CALL THE MIDWIFE: Shadows of the Workhouse. By Jennifer Worth. This second volume in the memoirs of a midwife in postwar London tells stories of unimaginable hardship alongside the joys of birth, from orphaned brother and sister Peggy and Frank who live and work in a Dickensian style Vauxhall house to Mr. Collett, the Boer War veteran who dies there. 293 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95
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5869231 A LIFE IN A MARITAL INSTITUTION. By James Braly. A sharp, funny glimpse into a very unusual marriage, by turns fascinating and casually shocking. The scenes from Braly’s marriage are wrapped around the story of a colorful, kooky family that includes a fierce bomber-pilot dad, a debonair-heiress mom, and a delightfully duggy sister. Love is eternal. 278 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub at $24.99  $4.95

5835567 BURQAS, BASEBALL, AND APPLE PIE: Being Muslim in America. By Ranya Tabari. A deeply personal account of how the story of her family, their schools, their friends, and their neighbors, one American Muslim family struggled to assimilate and find acceptance in a harsh climate of confusion and prejudice—a story for anyone who has experienced being an outsider in their own country. 239 pages. Palgrave. Pub at $27.00  $4.95

592615X BAKSHEESH AND BRAHMAN: Asian Journals—India. By Joseph Campbell. Campbell was one of the foremost interpreters of myth in our time. Yet when he traveled to Asia for the first time he was nearly fifty and at the crossroads of his life and career. This journal of those transformative six months in India are as close as Campbell ever came to writing an autobiography. Illus. 316 pages. New World Library. Paperback. Pub at $19.95 SOLD OUT

5918820 ASYLUM: A Survivor’s Flight from Nazi-Occupied Vienna Through Wartime France. By Moriz Scheyer. In 1943, while hiding at a convent, Scheyer began drafting this book—his memoir. Traces his experiences of a French concentration camp, an escape attempt and contact with the Resistance, and a final, dramatic rescue and clandestine life in the convent. Illus. 306 pages. Little, Brown. Pub at $28.00  $21.95

5911923 DINNER WITH EDWARD: A Story of an Unexpected Friendship. By Isabel Campbell. When Isabel meets Edward, they are both at a crossroads: he wants to follow his late wife to the grave, and she is ready to give up on love. Thinking she is merely checking in on an octogenarian neighbor, Isabel has no idea that the natural, affectionate, and neighborly Edward, a self-taught chicken and light-as-air soufflé will end up changing her life. 213 pages. Algonquin. Pub at $23.95  $17.95

5884411 SETTLE FOR MORE. By Megyn Kelly. Megyn goes behind the scenes of the stories and storms that landed her in the anchor chair of the most successful news broadcast in cable news. Through her unique blend of hard work, humor, and authenticity, she is the anchor chair of the most successful news broadcast in cable news.

5866014 CARDBOARD GODS: An American Tale. By Josh Wilker. Wilker shares the story of his unconventional and heartbreakingly comic childhood, growing up in the Bay Area, where his own comic creation whose full-color images—of players both celebrated and long-forgotten—open each chapter and become the means of expressing his fears, hopes, bewildering passions and dreams. 243 pages. Algonquin. Paperback. Pub at $15.95  $3.95

5835340 THE BOOK OF WANDERINGS: A Mother-Daughter Pilgrimage. By Kimberly Meyer. Leaving behind the rhythms of ordinary life, Kimberly Meyer and her daughter Ellie, a college student, dedicated a summer to retracing the steps of Fabri Felici, a medieval Dominican friar, from Venice to the Mediterranean, through Greece and Cyprus, to Israel and across the Sinai Desert to Besoudin guides, to male saints and nuns, and to Carthage, Alexandria, 354 pages. Little, Brown. Pub at $27.00  $4.95

5834435 ALL OR NOTHING: One Chef’s Appetite for the Extreme. By Jesse Schenker. A candid exploration of the maniacal culture of some of the world’s most celebrated kitchens. A drug-fueled, anxiety-ridden epic, it reads like a rollicking rock-and-roll memoir—with amazing food. 260 pages. Dey Street. Pub at $25.95  $4.95

5876200 WHEN BREATH BECOMES AIR. By Paul Kalanithi. Chronicles Kalanithi’s transformation from a naive medical student into a neurosurgeon at Stanford working in the brain, and finally into a patient and new father confronting his own mortality. An unforgettable, life-affirming record on the challenges of the relationship between doctor and patient, from a brilliant writer who became both. 228 pages. Random. Pub at $25.00  $17.95

5828389 IAN FLEMMING: A Personal Memoir. By Robert Harling. The man behind Fleming’s War. Harling had been Fleming’s deputy in the commando unit dubbed “Fleming’s Secret Navy”. Yet beneath the pair’s charm, charisma and creativity was an altogether darker reality. Harling exposes the personality behind his protagonist, and provides a fascinating and unprecedented insight into the mind of one of James Bond’s creators. 372 pages. Robson. Import. Pub at $27.95  $21.95

5913748 WHERE THE DEAD PAUSE, AND THE JAPANESE SAY GOODBYE. By Marie Matsuki Mockett. The author’s family owns a Buddhist temple twenty-five miles from the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant. In March 2011, after the earthquake and tsunami, radiation levels prohibited the burial of her Japanese grandfather’s bones. Mockett also grieved for her American father, who had died unexpectedly. Here she talks about her journey through grief, guided by a colorful cast of 316 pages. Norton. Import. Pub at $26.00  $6.95

5888131 THE GOOD DOCTOR: A Father, a Son, and the Evolution of Medical Ethics. By Baron H. Lerner. A fascinating and moving account of how Lerner came to terms with two very different images of his father: on one hand, a revered clinician, teacher, and researcher who always put his patients first and, on the other hand, a physician who was willing to “play the game” to get his own way. It is a story of rights and responsibilities and of teaching his own students. 223 pages. Paperbound. Pub at $18.00  $5.95

5860076 THE HURT ARTIST: My Journey from Suicide Junkie to Ironman. By Shane Niemeyer. After leaving his unique upbringing, Jesse Brozek put himself on a rigid training regimen while serving out a year’s term in prison. Six months after his release, this former alcoholic, cigarette smoker, and heroin addict competed in his first triathlon. 261 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub at $25.99  $4.95

5938496 DELANCEY: A Man, a Woman, a Restaurant, a Marriage. By Molly Wizenberg. In this funny, frank, and tender memoir, the author of A Homemade Life and the blog Orangette recounts how opening a restaurant sparked the first crisis of her growing family. S&S. Pub at $18.00  $5.95

5911761 SIXTY: A Diary of My Sixty-First Year. By Ian Brown. Award-winning writer and journalist Ian Brown presents an uncensored account of his sixty-first year, and his investigation of the many changes—physical, mental, and emotional—that come to us as we age. Brown is a master of the senescent, and his day-to-day dramas as a Nudist, operating his own home business, raising a four-year-old, and facing wideness and wit. 299 pages. The Experiment. Pub at $24.95  $17.95

5898711 IN THE BODY OF THE WORLD: A Memoir. By Eve Ensler. Author/activist Eve Ensler The Vagina Monologues has devoted her life to the female body—how to talk about it, how to protect and cherish it, and how and when to disassociate from her own body. A diagnosis of uterine cancer and months of harrowing treatment forced her to reexamine that distance. Ensler calls us on a new journey together to our connection to the 221 pages. Metropolitan. Pub at $25.00  $5.95
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4583992 A MEMOIR OF INJUSTICE: By the Younger Brother of James Earl Ray, Alleged Assassin of Martin Luther King, Jr. By Jerry Ray as told to T. Carter. Gives the reader a sibling's view of, and insight into, a radical, a would-be revolutionary, and the consequences of being a brother to James Earl Ray. He shares his good times, his bad times, and a fuller realization of what actually transpired in April 1968 in Memphis. Photos. 158 pages. Trine Day. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

5806818 THE ROAD IS HOW: By Trevor Herriot. Three months after a serious accident, Herriot set out along a prairie road to reflect. Unfolding over three days, this narrative illustrates how each of us can find, in brief passages in our lives, a measure of grace as we walk this good earth. 354 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99

PRICE CUT to $3.95

5812380 MY LIFE AS A FOREIGN COUNTRY: A Memoir: By Brian Turner. An award-winning modern infantry team leader in Iraq as well as Afghanistan combines his devastating recollections as "Sergeant Turner" with his visions of the experiences of generations of warriors in his family—anecdotes of those who were the love and sacrifice of profound understanding and beauty. 212 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

$4.95


PRICE CUT to $13.95

★ 5709520 NO WAY BUT GENTLENESS: By Richard Hines. Hines regales us with his unique memoir about a working-class kid whose passion for the elite falcy of falconry laid the groundwork for an unexpected path through adulthood. His is the story of a desolate youth, a restless boy lost; the story of the love for a lifetime, the loss of a lifetime, and of the salvation one can find in the natural world. 271 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $26.00

PRICE CUT to $9.95

5820863 THEY TOLD ME NOT TO TAKE THAT JOB: By Reynold Levy. A riveting account of how Levy and his colleagues steered Lincoln Center through one of its most tumultuous decades to a startling transformation, shaping a consensus for the physical modernization of the 16-acre campus and raising the over $1.2 billion necessary for its redevelopment. Color photos. 350 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $28.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95


SOLD OUT


$13.95

★ 5729242 BORN ON THE BAYOU: A Memoir. By Blaine Lourd. Charting his journey from his rural home in Louisiana to working as a top fashion model in Manhattan, this rich and famous alongside his brother, Bryan, Lourd's story is about the complicated road to success and identity. 209 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $25.00

$3.95


5782888 IN THE HYLTON ROOM: The Inside Story of Lincoln Center. By Ivan Brunetti. Fully illus. in color. Yale. Pub. at $25.00


$5.95


$5.95

4894636 THE PRISON BOOK CLUB. By Alan Walsmey. 279 pages. Viking. Import. Pub. at $24.95

$6.95


$6.95


$6.95


$4.95


$19.99

5804139 JESUS, MY FATHER, THE CIA, AND ME: A Memoir...of Sorts. By Ian Morgan Cron. In a voice of humor, grace, and forgiveness, the author charts his voyage through the tumultuous seas of life, and discovers the unity of the unifying joys of the Christian faith. 257 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

$4.95

5795966 LETTERS TO POSEIDON. By Cees Nooteboom. From his Mediterranean garden on the Island of Mljet in Croatia, Nooteboom writes to the trident-wielding deity, confiding his observations and the fruits of his vast knowledge, his glittering prose explores questions of human existence, all the while marveling at the secrets of the deep. Illus. 238 pages. MacLehose Press. Pub. at $24.99

$6.95


$19.99


$5.95
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4584139 AMERICAN WARLORD: A True Story. By Johnny Dwyer. The American son of the infamous African dictator Charles Taylor, Chucky followed his father to Liberia, where he ended up leading a murderous militia. Now in a federal penitentiary, Chucky is the only American ever convicted of torture abroad. His shocking story unfolds here. Photos. 344 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95


4598818 MARK TWAIN'S AMERICA: A Celebration in Words and Images. By Harry L. Katz et al. Focusing on the years 1850 to 1910, this lavishly illustrated volume pays tribute to Mark Twain’s life and work with rare images, photographs, popular prints; a lively narrative history, and numerous excerpts from Twain's own writing. 236 pages. Little, Brown. 8x10. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95

5973576 SANTA CLAUS IS FOR REAL. By Charles Edward Hall with B. Witter. A genuine, behind-the-scenes look at the joy and pageantry of the Christmas Spectacular at Radio City Music Hall. The author, who has played Santa for twenty-eight years in the Spectacular, also talks about the meaning of the holidays, friendship, giving, and especially the magic of believing. 194 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

3695975 GRACE. By Thilo Wydra. Kelly appeared in classic films including Rear Window and To Catch a Thief yet her private life remained in the shadows. This biography draws from previously unreleased photographs and documents from the Grimaldi family archive, letters between Kelly and Hitchcock, and interviews with her companions and relatives, including Prince Albert II of Monaco. 378 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95